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1. THIS IS AN INSTRUCTION FOR SAFE USE OF AUTOMATIC
EMBROIDERY MACHINES. READ THOROUGHLY BEFORE USE.

2. CONTENTS IN THIS INSTRUCTION MAY CHANGE, WITHOUT
PRIOR NOTICE, FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MACHINE QUALITY AND
THUS MAY NOT CORRESPOND TO THE MACHINE YOU
PURCHASED. CONTACT YOUR SALES AGENT FOR INQUIRIES.

3. THIS IS DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED AS AN INDUSTRIAL
MACHINE. IT SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR OTHER THAN
INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE. 

4. CONSUMABLE PARTS SHALL NOT BE GUARANTEED EVEN IN
WARRANTY PERIOD. 

■■ CAUTION ■■
When an optional device is attached to SWF embroidery machine, check the actual embroidery scope
using Trace and Optimize functions prior to embroidery work.  
In the case of beginning embroidery work without checking the embroidery scope, interruption or
clash between optional devices and frame or hoop might occur, resulting to machine breakdowns.  

Cases requiring embroidery scope checkout)
1) Attaching the middle frame support to flat embroidery machine  
2) When attaching all types of hoops and frames to the tubular embroidery machine  
3) When not using Frame Origin over the long-term use  
4) Other cases where the out-of-scope embroidery could occur  
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11
Specification of tubular frame ⇨ Specification of cap frame

1-1) Disassembly of tubular frame
A)Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the arm for tubular from the frame support plate.

(Single-Head Type)
A-1)Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the attachment plate for tubular the frame from the frame

connecting plate.(Compact Type)

Change to Cap Frame (Wide, Semi,
Pocket) Specification

[Fig. 1-1]

Tubular frame attachment

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Single-Head Type Compact Type

Fixing screw

Border frame supporting plate

Frame attachment Frame
connecting 
plate

A
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1-2) Assembly of cap guide shaft 
A) Attach the cap guide shaft bracket to the lower side of the bed with fing screwⓐ.
B) Insert the cap guide shaft into the cap guide shaft bracket, firmly attach the cap guide sharft

protruding 0~2mm from the end side of the bracket with screwⓑ.

1-3) Assembly of cap frame unit

A) Insert the cap frame unit into the cap guide shaft and X-axis frame as you insert a driving ring

into a bed. (Single-Head Type)
A-1)Insert a cap frame unit into the cap guide shaft as you insert a driving ring into a bed.

[ Caution ]
If the Cap Frame Unit is not assembled, please assemble the unit according to the section "1-7) Cap
frame unit assembly" on page 13. 

[Fig. 1-2]

Bed

Fixing screw ⓐ

Fixing Screw ⓑ

0~2mm

Cap guide shaft

Cap guide
shaft bracket

[Fig. 1-3]
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C) At the state that attaching back side ⓐ of base bracket is reached the front of X-axis frame, attach 
them with fixing screws tightly.  

[ Caution ]
For fixing screws, use the hole for screw linkage by transferring the cap frame slide set. 

[Fig. 1-5]

Hole for screw attachment

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

X-axis frame

X-axis frame

Base bracket
ⓐ

B)Attach the fixing screws which fix the cap frame slider set and  Border Frame Supporting Plate.(Single-
Head Type)

B-1)Fix a cap frame unit to the frame connecting plate and cap frame fix a plate with the fixing screw.
(Compact Type)

[Fig. 1-4]

Fixing screw

Border frame supporting plate

Cap frame
slide set

Fixing screw

Single-Head Type Compact Type

Fixing screw

Driving ring

Cap
frame fix
plate

Cap
frame
Fixing
bracket

Frame connecting plate
Cap frame fix plate

Cap frame unit
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D)Verify if the protruding part of the Needle Plate is placed in the center between the ⓐ-ⓐ section of both
sides of the Needle Plate Guide, if the felt at the bottom side of the Needle Plate Guide is lightly touching
the upper side of the Needle Plate. If it is not placed on the center loosen the fixing bolt of the Drive Ring
Base and place on the center adjusting the Drive Ring Base.

[Fig. 1-6]

1-4) Tension adjustment of driving wire
A) Loose the tension of the Drive Wire by turning loose the Wire Tension Adjusting Nut “ⓐ" and “ⓑ",

located at both ends of the Wire Tension Adjusting Base.

[Fig. 1-7]

ⓐ ⓐ

Needle plate

Drive Ring Base
fixing screw.

Drive ring base
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Driving wire Driving wire
Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension
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Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ
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B) Turn the driving ring and place the center mark in the center of needle bar. [Refer Fig. 1-9]

C)With fastening the wire tension adjusting nut ⓐ on the both tips of wire tension adjusting base, you 
should adjust the tension of driving wire. After finishing the tension adjustment of wire, fix the wire 
tension adjusting nut ⓑ.

[Fig. 1-8]

D)Recheck if the center mark of drive ring fits well with the center of needle. If it does not fit, remove the 
block bracket on lower part of drive ring, and loosen the nut wire stopper, then adjust the drive ring by 
turning the it.

[ Caution ]
If the center block of driving ring does not fit to the center of needle bar, a needle can be broken or
damaged physically. 

[Fig. 1-9]

Wire adjusting screw Wire adjusting screw

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ
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E)When you fix the wire stopper, fix the driving wire by crossing each other as seen in the below. 

[Fig. 1-10]

1-5) Assembly of cap guide
Attach the cap guide attaching part to the bottom of upper thread holder guide with fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-11]

Wire stopper

Driving wire

Upper thread holder
guide ass’y

Cap guide
attaching part

Fixing Screw

Cap guide
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1-6) Position adjustment of cap guide bush housing
Fix the fixing screws on the position where the cap frame set moves smoothly along with the cap guide
shaft by loosening the fixing screws and making the bush housing move.  

[Fig. 1-12]

[ Caution ]
If the cap frame set does not move smoothly just by the adjustment of bush housing, adjust the cap
guide shaft bracket also. 

1-7) Assembly of cap frame unit
A) Attach the driving ring unit to the cap frame guide by using the fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-13]

Driving ring unit
Cap frame guide

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Cap guide shaft bracket

Cap guide shaft

Bush housing

Cap frame set
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[Fig. 1-14]

B) Put the cap frame slider set on the cap frame guide. 

C) Fix the wire support roller by using fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-15]

Fixing screw

Wire support roller

Wire support roller

Fixing screw

Cap frame guide

Cap frame slider set
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D)In the state that a driving wire is once winded on a driving ring, you should wind the both tips of driving ring 
on the wire support roller, then insert the wire support roller into the both tips of wire tension adjusting base, 
and fix it with wire tension adjusting nuts.

[Fig. 1-16]

Wire support roller

Wire support roller
Driving wire

Wire support roller

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension adjusting nut

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire support roller

Wire tension adjusting nut

Driving wire
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22
Border frame ⇨ Cap frame (Single-Head Type)

2-1) Disassemble of border frame
Loosen the fixing screw and separate the border frame from the border frame supporting plate

Border frame

Frame supporting 
plate

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

[Fig. 2-1]

2-2) Change of table position
Disassemble table ⓐ by pulling it to the front and attaching it to the position for tubular frame and 
cap frame specifications.

ⓐ

[Fig. 2-2]
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Border frame ⇨ Cap frame (Compact Type)
3-1) Disassemble of border frame

Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the border frame connecting plate from the cap frame connecting plate

3-2) Table disassembly
Unfasten table fixing bolts, and pull and disassemble table ⓑ.

[Fig. 3-1]

[Fig. 3-2]

fixing screw

Border frame plate

Border frame 

Border frame 
connecting plate

Table ⓑ

Table fixing Screw

33
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[ CAUTION ]
Fix a table ⓐ on by inserting table supporter ⓖ into table spring ⓑ.
Here, fix the table holding plate ⓓ between the table holder ⓔ and the lower part of body ⓗ.

[Fig. 3-3]

※ When the stage of “Change of table position”is completed, go to the work of 1-2) on p. 8 .

ⓗ

ⓐ

ⓖ ⓓ

ⓔ

ⓑ
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44
Adjustment to fit with the cap size ( Height )

4-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame
Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the size( height ) of cap. The position can be 
adjusted in the range of 20mm at the maximum with a unit of 5mm by adjusting the attached position
(Position 2) of needle plate guide bracket in relation to the guide base, and  attached position(Position
3) of needle plate guide in relation to the needle plate guide bracket. 

[Fig. 4-1]

4-2) Adjustment of semi-wide cap frame
A) Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the order of “Adjustment of wide cap frame ”.
B) Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the aux. base frame set. Then attach the aux. base frame 

set to the suitable position for the size(height) of cap. 

[Fig. 4-2]

Needle plate guide
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Guide base
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Fixing
Screw
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The aux. base frame set

<Middle> <Small>

Large Middle Small

Needle plate guide bracket

⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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C) Loosen the fixing nuts of cover frame and make the cover frame B set slide to the direction of arrow 
mark ⓐ, ⓑ. Then fix the fixing nuts of cover frame to fit with the position of aux. base frame set which 
is adjusted in above B).

[Fig. 4-3]

55
Adjustment to fit with fabric thickness of cap

5-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a cover frame.

[Fig. 5-1]

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame B set

ⓐ

ⓑ

ⓐ

ⓑ

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame

Hex. nut
Buckle
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B) Attach the buckle to a position to fit with the fabric thickness of cap.

[Fig. 5-2]

▶ If the fabric is thin

▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the cover
frame to the direction of ⓐ arrow mark through 
sliding. 

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the cover 
frame to the direction of ⓑ arrow mark through
sliding. 

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of cover frame.

▶ If the fabric is thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage of cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of cover frame.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

C) After unfastening the three hex. nuts on cover frame, adjust the buckle linking condition when a setting 
for cap is finished

[ Caution ]
At this time, give allowance on a side Ⓐ of cover frame, considering a position put on the cap visor support
bracket.

[Fig. 5-3]

Cover frame
Buckle

Cover frame
Buckle

ⓐ

ⒶHex. nut

Cover Frame

ⓑ
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5-2) Adjustment of Semi-wide Cap Frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a buckle base.

[Fig. 5-4]

B) Attach a buckle to a position where the fabric thickness of cap is suitable.

[Fig. 5-5]

▶ If the fabric are thin

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of buckle
base.

▶ If the fabric are thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage in cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of
buckle base.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

Buckle base

Buckle

Hex. nut

Buckle base

Buckle

Buckle base

Buckle
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▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the buckle 
base and cover frame hinge base to the
direction of ⓐ arrow mark through pulling. 

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the buckle 
base and cover frame hinge base to the 
direction of ⓑ arrow mark through pushing.

C) Loosen the fixing nut of cover frame and adjust the linking grade of buckle when a cap is setted. 

[Fig. 5-6]

ⓑⓐ ⓐⓑ

Buckle
Buckle base

Fixing nut of 
cover frame

Fixing nut of 
cover frame

Cover frame 
hinge base
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66
Attachment of cap frame

6-1) Attachment of wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the left and right balance and whole position at a position where below visor part 

of cap is connected with cover frame ⓐ. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ When you close the cover frame, let the one side of cover frame be on the visor support bracket. 
D)Fix the lower part of cap on the cap holder shaft with binder clips.

※ The A) ~ D) work in set frame. 
E) Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and inset it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly 
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.
※ When you take off the cap frame, disassemble the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 

cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp 
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 6-1]

Fixing clamp

Presser plate block

ⓐ

Driving ring

Base frame
Cap holder shaft

Binder clips

Fixing clamp

Fixing bolt

Fixing roller

Fixing bolt

Sweat band

Cover frame
Visor support

bracket
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6-2) Attachment of semi-wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the left and right balance and whole position at a position where below visor part of cap

is connected with cover frame ⓐ. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ Previous A) ∼ B) are available in the setting frame. 
D)Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and inset it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly 
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.
※ When you take off the cap frame, disassemble the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 

cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp 
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 6-2]

Fixing clamp

Presser plate block

ⓐ

Driving ring

Fixing bolt
Fixing roller

Fixing bolt

Sweat band Cover frame

Fixing clamp
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6-3) How to Attach Pocket Frame
A) Extend the sewing part of material by opening the cover frame and put the part on the base

frame.
B) Determine the whole location and the material balance (from front to back and side-to-side) using

a scale on the cover frame.
C) After the whole location is determined, close the cover frame and fix it.

※ The steps from A) to C) are the operation of the set frame.
D) Attach the frame with the materials to drive ring. If you fix the pocket frame to the drive ring

firmly with a fixed roller, set up the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp to the pocket frame.
※ Install the pocket frame to the drive ring after detaching a guide base(assembly). Please reinstall

the guide base (assembly) when you use cap frame.   
※ If you detach the pocket frame, loosen the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp and remove the pocket

frame from the fixed roller by pulling it up. After removing the pocket frame, the fixed clamp
should be returned to the location when the pocket frame has been fixed.

E) When you change the specification (A, B-Type) according to working size, it is available to replace
the auxiliary base (assembly) and the base plate (assembly).

[Fig. 6-3]

fixed roller

guide base(assembly)

fixed bolt fixed bolt

fixed
clamp

fixed
clamp

presser plate block

driving ring

base plate(Ass’y) Sub base(Ass’y)
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[Fig. 7-1]

Specification change for tubular frame

77
Cap frame ⇨ Tubular frame (Single-Head Type)

7-1) Disassembly of cap frame unit
A)Unfasten the fixing screws which fix the cap frame unit on X-axis frame. 

※ When you unfasten the fixing screws, slide the frame support plate and use the hole for fastening
screws.

X-axis frame

Frame supporting plate

Cap frame unit

Screw-Tightening Hole

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

B
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B) Take off the fixing screws that fix the frame support plate and cap frame slider set, and separate the cap 
frame unit from X frame. 

[Fig. 7-2]

[ Caution ]
Keep the cap frame unit as it is after separating.
Do not disassemble the cap frame unit.

Fixing screw

Cap frame unit

Cap frame slide set
Fixing screw

X frame

X frame

Frame supporting plate

Cap frame unit
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7-2) Assembly of tubular frame
Attach the arm for tubular to the frame supporting plate with fixing screws.

[Fig. 7-3]

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Arm for tubular

Frame supporting plate
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Cap frame ⇨ Tubular frame (Compact Type)
8-1) Disassembly of cap frame unit

A) Unfasten the fixing screws for the cap frame unit.

[Fig. 8-1]

[Fig. 8-2]

Cap frame fix Plate
Frame connecting plate

Frame connecting Plate

Cap frame fix plate

Cap frame fix bracket

Fixing screw

Cap Frame fix Plate

Cap frame fix bracket

Cap frame unit

Cap frame unit

Driving ring

Driving ring

B) Disassemble the screws, pull and disassemble the cap frame unit.

[Cautions]
disassemble the cap frame unit. and keep it as it is.
Do not disassemble the cap frame unit.

88
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9-1) Disassembly of cap frame unit
Follow the direction 7-1) Disassembly of Cap Frame Unit on p. 26.

9-2) Change of table position
Disassemble the table ⓐ by pulling to the front and attach it on the position to fit the tubular and 
border frame specification. 

[Fig. 9-1]

ⓐ

Specification change for border frame

99
Cap frame → Border frame

C
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[ CAUTION ]
1. Fix a table ⓐ on by inserting table supporter ⓒ into table spring ⓑ.

Here, insert and fix the table holding plate ⓓ between table holder ⓔ and the lower part of 
table ⓕ.

2. At this time, if a height of table ⓐ and both tables ⓖ do no fit together. release three 
screws ⓗ on table supporter ⓒ to adjust the height of table ⓐ.

[Fig. 9-2]

9-3) Assembly of border frame
Fix tightly the border frame on the frame support plate by using fixing screws. 

[Fig. 9-3]

Border frame

Frame supporting 
plate

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

ⓕⓐ

ⓒ

ⓓ ⓔ

ⓑ

ⓖ

ⓗ
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CAP FRAME MANUAL 
(SMALL-HEAD)
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CCoonntteennttss A Change to Cap Frame (Wide, Semi, Pocket) Specification

Specification change for tubular frameBB
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11
Specification of tubular frame ⇨ Specification of cap frame

1-1) Disassembly of tubular frame
Unfasten the bolts of tubular frame base about 2/3 degrees, and remove the tubular frame.

Tubular frame

Fixing screw

[Fig. 1-1]

Change to Cap Frame (Wide, Semi,
Pocket) Specification

A
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1-2) Assembly of cap guide shaft
A) Attach the cap guide shaft bracket with using fixing screws ⓐ to the bottom of bed.
B) Insert the cap guide shaft into the cap guide shaft bracket, and attach the cap guide shaft tightly 

to be projected 0 ∼ 2mm from the bracket tip with using fixing screws ⓑ. 

1-3) Assembly of cap frame unit

[ NOTE ] In case of SWF/B-U  -1206-45 M/C, the drive ring of cap frame unit is divided with 2
sets with 3pcs each. Assembly the 2 cap frame units to be an each set, as follows.

A) Put the bed on the center of the driver ring and put the cap frame unit on the cap guide axis and
X-frame. 

[ Caution ]
If a cap frame unit is not assembled, assemble the unit according to the direction on p.42 “1-7)
Assembly of Cap Frame Unit”. 

[Fig. 1-2]

[Fig. 1-3]

Bed

Fixing
Screw ⓐ

Fixing
Screw ⓑ

0~2mm

Cap guide shaft

Cap guide shaft
bracket

Driving ring

Cap frame unit
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C) Attach the cap frame slide set to the connecting plate of embroidery limit with using fixing screws.

B) At the state that them attaching back side ⓐ of base bracket is reached the front of X-axis frame, attach 
them with fixing screws tightly. 
[ Caution ]
For fixing screws, use the hole for screw linkage by transferring the cap frame slide set. 

[Fig. 1-5]

[Fig. 1-4]

Fixing
Screw

Hole for screw attachment

X-axis frame

Frame connecting
plate 

Cap frame
slider set

ⓐ

Base bracket

X-axis frame

Cap frame 
slide set
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E) Check if the projected part of needle plate for wide. semi-wide cap frame is not placed on the center 
between ⓐ-ⓐ in needle plate on both sides , or if bottom felt of needle plate guide is slightly touched 
with the surface of needle plate for wide. semi-wide cap frame. If it is not placed in the center, unfasten 
the fixing screws of driving ring base and adjust the position of driving ring base to be located in the 
center.  

[Fig. 1-7]

D)Disassemble the fixing screws which fix the cap frame slider set and cap frame unit.

[Fig. 1-6]

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

ⓐ ⓐ

Needle plate

Driving ring base

Fixing screw of
driving ring base
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1-4) Tension adjustment of driving wire
A)Release the wire tension adjusting nuts ⓐ, ⓑ and loosen the tension of driving wire. 

[Fig. 1-8]

B) Turn the driving ring and place the center mark in the center of needle bar. [Refer Fig. 1-10]

C)With fastening the wire tension adjusting nut ⓐ on the both tips of wire tension adjusting base, 
you should adjust the tension of driving wire. After finishing the tension adjustment of wire, fix the 
wire tension adjusting nut ⓑ.

[Fig. 1-9]

Driving wire Driving wire
Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ

Wire adjusting screw Wire adjusting screw

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ
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D)Recheck if the center mark of drive ring fits well with the center of needle. If it does not fit, remove the 
block bracket on lower part of drive ring, and loosen the nut wire stopper, then adjust the drive ring by 
turning it.

[ Caution ]
If the center block of driving ring does not fit to the center of needle bar, a needle can be broken or
damaged physically. 

[Fig. 1-10]

E)When you fix the wire stopper, fix the driving 
wire by crossing each other as seen in the below.

[FIg. 1-11]

Center mark

Needle bar center

Nut of wire stopper
Nut

Wire stopper

Wire 
stopper

Driving wire
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1-5) Assembly of Cap Guide
A) Separate the 4 fixing screws on the bottom of upper thread holder base.

[Fig. 1-12]

B) Attach the cap guide tightly to the bottom of upper thread holder by using fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-13]

Upper thread holder base bottom

Fixing screw

Cap guide

Fixing screw
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1-6) Position adjustment of cap guide bush housing 
Fix the fixing screws on the position where the cap frame set moves smoothly along with the cap 
guide shaft by loosening the fixing screws and making the bush housing move.  

[Fig. 1-14]

[ Caution ]
If the cap frame set does not move smoothly only with the adjustment of bush housing, adjust the cap
guide shaft bracket also. 

1-7) Assembly of cap frame unit
A) Attach the driving ring unit to the cap frame guide by using the fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-15]

Fixing Screw

Cap guide shaft bracket
Cap guide shaft

Cap frame set

Bush housing

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Driving ring unit

Cap frame guide
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[Fig. 1-16]

B) Put the cap frame slider set on the cap frame guide. 

C) Fix the wire support roller by using fixing screws. 

[Fig. 1-17]

Fixing screw

Wire support roller

Wire support roller

Fixing screw

Cap frame guide
Cap frame slider set
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D)In the state that a driving wire is once winded on a driving ring, you should wind the both tips of 
driving ring on the wire support roller, then insert the wire support roller into the both tips of wire 
tension adjusting base, and fix it with wire tension adjusting nuts.

[Fig. 1-18]

Wire support roller

Wire support roller

Driving ring

Wire support roller Driving wire

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension adjusting nut

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire support roller

Wire tension adjusting nut
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22
Adjustment to fit with the cap size(Height)

2-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame 
Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the size( height ) of cap. The position can be 
adjusted in the range of 20mm at the maximum with a unit of 5mm by adjusting the attached position
(position 2) of needle plate guide bracket in relation to the guide base, and attached position(position 3)
of needle plate guide in relation to the needle plate guide bracket. 

[Fig. 2-1]

2-2) Adjustment of semi-wide cap frame
A) Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the order of “Adjustment of Wide Cap Frame ”.
B) Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the aux. base frame set. Then attach the aux. base frame 

set to the suitable position for the size(height) of cap. 

[Fig. 2-2]

Needle plate guide

Guide base

Needle plate guide bracket

<Large>

Screw Screw

The aux. base frame set

<Middle> <Small>

Large Middle Small

⇩ ⇩ ⇩

Height
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C) Loosen the fixing nuts of cover frame and make the cover frame B set slide to the direction of arrow mark 
ⓐ,ⓑ. Then fix the fixing nuts of cover frame to fit with the position of aux. base frame set which is 
adjusted in above B). 

[Fig. 2-3]

33
Adjustment to fit with fabric thickness of cap

3-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a cover frame.

[Fig. 3-1]

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame B set

ⓐ

ⓑ

ⓐ

ⓑ

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame

Hex. nut
Buckle
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B) Attach the buckle to a position to fit with the fabric thickness of cap.

[Fig. 3-2]

▶ If the fabric is thin

▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the cover
frame to the direction of ⓐ arrow mark through
sliding. 

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the cover 
frame to the direction of ⓑ arrow mark through
sliding. 

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of cover frame.

▶ If the fabric is thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage of cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of cover frame.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

C) After unfastening the three hex. nuts on cover frame, adjust the buckle linking condition when a setting 
for cap is finished

[ Caution ]
At this time, give allowance on a side Ⓐ of cover frame, considering a position put on the cap visor support
bracket.

[Fig. 3-3]

Cover frame
Buckle

Cover frame
Buckle

ⓐ

Ⓐ

Cover frame

Hex. nut

ⓑ
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3-2) Adjustment of semi-wide cap frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a buckle base.

[Fig. 3-4]

B) Attach a buckle to a position where the fabric thickness of cap is suitable. 

[Fig. 3-5]

▶ If the fabric are thin

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of buckle
base.

▶ If the fabric are thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage in cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of
buckle base.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

Buckle base

Buckle

Hex. nut

Buckle base

Buckle

Buckle base

Buckle
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▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the 
buckle base and cover frame hinge base to 
the direction of ⓐ arrow mark through pulling.

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the buckle 
base and cover frame hinge base to the 
direction of ⓑ arrow mark through pushing.

C)Unfasten the three hex. nuts and adjust the linking grade of buckle when a cap is setted. 

[Fig. 3-6]

ⓑⓐ ⓐⓑ

Buckle Buckle base

Nut of cover frame Nut of cover frame

Cover frame
hinge base
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44
Attachment of cap frame

4-1) Attachment of wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the left and right balance and whole position at a position where below visor part of cap

is connected with cover frame ⓐ. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ When you close the cover frame, let the one side of cover frame be on the visor support bracket. 
D)Fix the lower part of cap on the cap holder shaft with binder clips.

※ The A) ~ B) work in set frame. 
E) Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and insert it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.
※ When you take off the cap frame, disassembly the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 

cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 4-1]

Fixing clamp

Presser plate block

ⓐ

Driving ring

Base frame Cap holder shaft

Binder clips

Fixing clamp

Fixing bolt

Fixing roller

Fixing bolt

Sweat band

Cover frameVisor support
bracket
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4-2) Attachment of semi-wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the left and right balance and whole position at a position ⓐ where below visor part of cap

is connected with cover frame. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ The A) ~ B) work in set frame. 
D)Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and insert it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.

※ When you take off the cap frame, disassembly the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 
cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 4-2]

Fixing clamp

Presser plate block

Driving ring

ⓐ

Fixing bolt

Fixing roller

Fixing bolt

Sweat band

Cover frame

Fixing clamp
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4-3) How to Attach Pocket Frame
A) Extend the sewing part of material by opening the cover frame and put the part on the base

frame.
B) Determine the whole location and the material balance (from front to back and side-to-side) using

a scale on the cover frame.
C) After the whole location is determined, close the cover frame and fix it.

※ The steps from A) to C) are the operation of the set frame.
D) Attach the frame with the materials to drive ring. If you fix the pocket frame to the drive ring

firmly with a fixed roller, set up the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp to the pocket frame.
※ Install the pocket frame to the drive ring after detaching a guide base(assembly). Please reinstall

the guide base (assembly) when you use cap frame.   
※ If you detach the pocket frame, loosen the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp and remove the pocket

frame from the fixed roller by pulling it up. After removing the pocket frame, the fixed clamp
should be returned to the location when the pocket frame has been fixed.

E) When you change the specification (A, B-Type) according to working size, it is available to replace
the auxiliary base (assembly) and the base plate (assembly).

[Fig. 4-3]

fixed roller

guide base(assembly)

fixed bolt fixed bolt

fixed
clamp

fixed
clamp

presser plate block

driving ring

base plate(Ass’y) Sub base(Ass’y)
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Specification change for tubular frame

55
Cap frame ⇨ Tubular frame

5-1) Disassembly of cap guide
A)Unfasten the fixing screws and separate it from a cap guide.

[Fig. 5-1]

B) Fix the upper thread catcher tightly with fixing screws.

[Fig. 5-2]

Cap guide

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Upper thread holder base

B
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5-2) Disassembly of cap frame unit
A)Unfasten the fixing screws which fix the cap frame slider set on X-axis frame.

[Fig. 5-3]

Fixing screw

X-axis frame

Cap frame slider set
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B)Unfasten the fixing screws which fix the cap frame unit on X-axis frame, separate the cap frame unit 
from X-axis frame.

[Fig. 5-4]

[ Caution ]
When you separate the cap frame unit, keep the cap frame slide set and cap frame unit fixed with the fixing
screws ⓐ to prevent from falling down of driving wire. 

Cap frame unit

Cap frame slider set

Cap frame unit

ⓐ

Fixing screw
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5-3) Assembly of tubular frame
Unfasten the bolts of tubular frame base about 2/3 degrees, and insert the position of frame and bolts 
into the groove of connecting plate of X-frame, then fasten bolts.

[Fig. 5-5]

Tubular frame Location block

Connecting plate

Plus screw
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11
Specification of tubular frame ⇨ Specification of cap frame

1-1) Disassembly of tubular frame
Unfasten the bolts of tubular frame base, and remove the tubular frame.

Tubular frame

[Fig. 1-1]

Specification change for cap frame 
( For both wide and semi type )

A

Fixing
screw

Fixing screw

[Fig. 1-2]

Tubular frame

[Dual(3×3)]

[UI, UH, TH]
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1-2) Assembly of cap guide shaft
A) Attach the cap guide shaft bracket with using fixing screws ⓐ to the bottom of bed.
B) Insert the cap guide shaft into the cap guide shaft bracket, and attach the cap guide shaft tightly 

to be projected 0 ∼ 2mm from the bracket tip with using fixing screws ⓑ. 

1-3) Assembly of cap frame unit

[ NOTE ] For SWF/B-TH1215-36, SWF/B-UH1515-45 M/C, the cap frame unit consists of 5 sets of 3 driver
rings, for SWF/B-UI1212-45M/C 4 sets of 3 driver rings, and for SWF/HC-UH1506D-45 M/C 2
sets of 3 driver rings. Assemble the unit by set following the procedures below.

A) [For UI, UH, TH] With the bed installed on the center of the driver ring, put the cap frame unit
on the gap guide axis and X-frame rail base.  

[ Caution ]
If a cap frame unit is not assembled, assemble the unit according to the direction on p.68 “1-7)
Assembly of Cap Frame Unit”. 

[Fig. 1-3]

[Fig. 1-4]

Bed

Fixing
Screw ⓐ

Fixing
Screw ⓑ

0~2mm

Cap guide shaft

Cap guide shaft
bracket

Driving ring

Cap frame unit
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B) [for UI, UH, TH] At the state that them attaching back side ⓐ of base bracket is reached the front of
X-frame rail base, attach them with fixing screws tightly. 

[ Caution ]
For fixing screws, use the hole for screw linkage by transferring the cap frame slide set. 

[Fig. 1-6]

Cap frame
slider set Hole for screw linkage

Base bracket X-frame rail base

Fixing screw

ⓐ

[For Dual (3×3)] With the bed installed on the center of the driver ring, put the cap guide axis in the frame
unit and adjust so that the cap frame connecting plate (B) is underneath the X-frame.

[Fig. 1-5]

Driving ring

Cap frame unit

Cap frame
connection plate(B)
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C) Attach the cap frame slide set to the X-Frame with using fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-8]

[UI, UH, TH]

[for Dual (3×3)] Fix the cap frame connecting plate (B) underneath the X-frame with a nut. 

[Fig. 1-7]

Cap frame slider set

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Cap frame 
slider set

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

[Fig. 1-9]

Cap frame slider set

[Dual(3×3)]
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D)Disassemble the fixing screws which fix the cap frame slider set and cap frame unit.

[Fig. 1-10]

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

[UI, UH, TH]

[Fig. 1-11]

[Dual(3×3)]

Fixing screw
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E) Check if the projected part of needle plate for wide. semi-wide cap frame is not placed on the center 
between ⓐ-ⓐ in needle plate on both sides , or if bottom felt of needle plate guide is slightly touched 
with the surface of needle plate for wide. semi-wide cap frame. If it is not placed in the center, unfasten 
the fixing screws of driving ring base and adjust the position of driving ring base to be located in the 
center.  

[Fig. 1-12]

ⓐ ⓐ

Needle plate

Driving ring base

Screw of driving
ring base
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1-4) Tension adjustment of driving wire
A)Release the wire tension adjusting nuts ⓐ, ⓑ and loosen the tension of driving wire. 

[Fig. 1-13]

B) Turn the driving ring and place the center mark in the center of needle bar. [Refer Fig. 1-15]

C)With fastening the wire tension adjusting nut ⓐ on the both tips of wire tension adjusting base, 
you should adjust the tension of driving wire. After finishing the tension adjustment of wire, fix the 
wire tension adjusting nut ⓑ.

[Fig. 1-14]

Driving wire Driving wire
Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
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Wire adjusting screw Wire adjusting screw

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ
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adjusting nut ⓐ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓑ

Wire tension
adjusting nut ⓐ
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D)Recheck if the center mark of drive ring fits well with the center of needle. If it does not fit, remove the 
block bracket on lower part of drive ring, and loosen the nut wire stopper, then adjust the drive ring by 
turning it.

[ Caution ]
If the center block of driving ring does not fit to the center of needle bar, a needle can be broken or
damaged physically. 

[Fig. 1-15]

E)When you fix the wire stopper, fix the driving 
wire by crossing each other as seen in the below.

[FIg. 1-16]

Center mark

Needle bar center

Nut of wire stopper

Presser foot block bracket
Wire stopper

Wire 
stopper

Driving wire
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1-5) Assembly of Cap Guide
A) Separate the 4 fixing screws on the bottom of upper thread holder base.

[Fig. 1-17]

B) Attach the cap guide tightly to the bottom of upper thread holder by using fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-18]

Upper thread holder base bottom

Fixing screw

Cap guide

Fixing screw
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1-6) Position adjustment of cap guide bush housing 
Fix the fixing screws on the position where the cap frame set moves smoothly along with the cap 
guide shaft by loosening the fixing screws and making the bush housing move.  

[Fig. 1-19]

[ Caution ]
If the cap frame set does not move smoothly only with the adjustment of bush housing, adjust the cap
guide shaft bracket also. 

1-7) Assembly of cap frame unit
A) Attach the driving ring unit to the cap frame guide by using the fixing screws.

[Fig. 1-20]

Fixing Screw

Cap guide shaft bracket
Cap guide shaft

Cap frame set

Bush housing

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Driving ring unit

Cap frame guide
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[Fig. 1-21]

B) Put the cap frame slider set on the cap frame guide. 

C) Fix the wire support roller by using fixing screws. 

[Fig. 1-22]

Fixing screw

Wire support roller

Wire support roller

Fixing screw

Cap frame guide
Cap frame slider set
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D)In the state that a driving wire is once winded on a driving ring, you should wind the both tips of 
driving ring on the wire support roller, then insert the wire support roller into the both tips of wire 
tension adjusting base, and fix it with wire tension adjusting nuts.

[Fig. 1-23]

Wire support roller

Wire support roller

Driving ring

Wire support roller Driving wire

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire tension adjusting nut

Wire tension adjusting base

Wire support roller

Wire tension adjusting nut
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22
Adjustment to fit with the cap size(Height)

2-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame 
Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the size( height ) of cap. The position can be 
adjusted in the range of 20mm at the maximum with a unit of 5mm by adjusting the attached position
(position 2) of needle plate guide bracket in relation to the guide base, and attached position(position 3)
of needle plate guide in relation to the needle plate guide bracket. 

[Fig. 2-1]

2-2) Adjustment of semi-wide cap frame
A) Adjust the position of needle plate guide according to the order of “Adjustment of Wide Cap Frame ”.
B) Unfasten the fixing screws and separate the aux. base frame set. Then attach the aux. base frame 

set to the suitable position for the size(height) of cap. 

[Fig. 2-2]

Needle plate guide
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Guide base

Needle plate guide
bracket

<Large>

Screw Screw

The aux. base frame set

<Middle> <Small>

Large Middle Small

⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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C) Loosen the fixing nuts of cover frame and make the cover frame B set slide to the direction of arrow mark 
ⓐ,ⓑ. Then fix the fixing nuts of cover frame to fit with the position of aux. base frame set which is 
adjusted in above B). 

[Fig. 2-3]

33
Adjustment to fit with fabric thickness of cap

3-1) Adjustment of wide cap frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a cover frame.

[Fig. 3-1]

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame B set

ⓐ

ⓑ

ⓐ

ⓑ

Nut of
cover frame

Cover frame

Hex. nut
Buckle
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B) Attach the buckle to a position to fit with the fabric thickness of cap.

[Fig. 3-2]

▶ If the fabric is thin

▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the cover
frame to the direction of ⓐ arrow mark through
sliding. 

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the cover 
frame to the direction of ⓑ arrow mark through
sliding. 

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of cover frame.

▶ If the fabric is thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage of cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of cover frame.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

C) After unfastening the three hex. nuts on cover frame, adjust the buckle linking condition when a setting 
for cap is finished

[ Caution ]
At this time, give allowance on a side Ⓐ of cover frame, considering a position put on the cap visor support
bracket.

[Fig. 3-3]

Cover frame
Buckle

Cover frame
Buckle

ⓐ

Ⓐ

Cover frame

Hex. nut

ⓑ
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3-2) Adjustment of semi-wide cap frame
A)Unfasten the hex. nut and separate a buckle from a buckle base.

[Fig. 3-4]

B) Attach a buckle to a position where the fabric thickness of cap is suitable. 

[Fig. 3-5]

▶ If the fabric are thin

Fix the buckle on the two holes on inside of buckle
base.

▶ If the fabric are thick

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thick fabric, it causes a
damage in cap frame.

Fix the buckle on the two holes on outside of
buckle base.

[ Caution ]
If you set a cap of thin fabric, it causes a
pattern unmatched by wrinkles.

Buckle base

Buckle

Hex. nut

Buckle base

Buckle

Buckle base

Buckle
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▶ When the linking grade is strong, fix the 
buckle base and cover frame hinge base to 
the direction of ⓐ arrow mark through pulling.

▶ When the linking grade is weak, fix the buckle 
base and cover frame hinge base to the 
direction of ⓑ arrow mark through pushing.

C)Unfasten the three hex. nuts and adjust the linking grade of buckle when a cap is setted. 

[Fig. 3-6]

ⓑⓐ ⓐⓑ

Buckle Buckle base

Nut of cover frame Nut of cover frame

Cover frame
hinge base
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ⓐ

44
Attachment of cap frame

4-1) Attachment of wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the the left and right balance and whole position at a position where below visor part of cap

is connected with cover frame ⓐ. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ When you close the cover frame, let the one side of cover frame be on the visor support bracket. 
D)Fix the lower part of cap on the cap holder shaft with binder clips.

※ The A) ~ D) work in set frame. 
E) Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and insert it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.
※ When you take off the cap frame, disassembly the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 

cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 4-1]

Fixing clamp

Presser plate block

Driving ring

Base frame Cap holder
shaft

Binder clips

Fixing clamp

Fixing bolt

Fixing roller

Fixing bolt

Sweat band

Cover frame

Visor support
bracket
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ⓐ

4-2) Attachment of semi-wide cap frame
A)Open a cover frame and widen the sweat band of cap, then cover the base frame with it. 
B)Decide the left and right balance and whole position at a position ⓐ where below visor part of cap

is connected with cover frame. 
C) After deciding the whole position, close a cover frame and fix it.

※ The A) ~ B) work in set frame.  
D)Attach the setted frame of cap to the driving ring.

At this time, you should make the visor not to be reached arm, then insert the set cap frame with 
pressing into the driving ring. Then make the visor back to the center of driving ring, and insert it 
into the driving ring until it is fixed by the driving ring fixed roller. If the cap frame is fixed firmly
on the driving ring by the fixed roller, set the fixed bolts of fixed clamp on the cap frame firmly.

※ When you take off the cap frame, disassembly the fixing bolts of fixing cramp and separate the 
cap frame from the fixing roller by pulling it to the front. After separating, back the fixed clamp
to the initial position where a cap frame is fixed.

[Fig. 4-2]
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Driving ring
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4-3) How to Attach Pocket Frame
A) Extend the sewing part of material by opening the cover frame and put the part on the base

frame.
B) Determine the whole location and the material balance (from front to back and side-to-side) using

a scale on the cover frame.
C) After the whole location is determined, close the cover frame and fix it.

※ The steps from A) to C) are the operation of the set frame.
D) Attach the frame with the materials to drive ring. If you fix the pocket frame to the drive ring

firmly with a fixed roller, set up the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp to the pocket frame.
※ Install the pocket frame to the drive ring after detaching a guide base(assembly). Please reinstall

the guide base (assembly) when you use cap frame.   
※ If you detach the pocket frame, loosen the fixed bolt of the fixed clamp and remove the pocket

frame from the fixed roller by pulling it up. After removing the pocket frame, the fixed clamp
should be returned to the location when the pocket frame has been fixed.

E) When you change the specification (A, B-Type) according to working size, it is available to replace
the auxiliary base (assembly) and the base plate (assembly).

[Fig. 4-3]

fixed roller

guide base(assembly)

fixed bolt fixed bolt

fixed
clamp

fixed
clamp

presser plate block

driving ring

base plate(Ass’y) Sub base(Ass’y)
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Specification change for tubular frame

55
Cap frame ⇨ Tubular frame

5-1) Disassembly of cap guide
A)Unfasten the fixing screws and separate it from a cap guide.

[Fig. 5-1]

B) Fix the upper thread catcher tightly with fixing screws.

[Fig. 5-2]

Cap guide

Fixing screw

Fixing screw

Upper thread holder base

B
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5-2) Disassembly of cap frame unit
A) [for UI, UH, TH] Unfasten the fixing screws which fix the cap frame slider set on X-axis frame. 

[Fig. 5-3]

Fixing screw

X-axis frame

Cap frame slider set

[for Dual(3×3)] Unscrew the nut that fixes the cap frame connecting plate (B) onto the X-frame. 

[Fig. 5-4]

Fixing screw

X-axis frame

Cap frame slider set
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B)Unfasten the fixing screws which fix the cap frame unit on X-axis frame, separate the cap frame unit 
from X-frame rail loase.

[Fig. 5-5]

Cap frame unit

Fixing screw

[UI, UH, TH]

X-frame rail base

Cap frame slider set

Cap frame unit

ⓐ
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[Fig. 5-6]

[Dual(3×3)]

Cap frame unit

Cap frame slider set

Cap frame unit

Fixing
screw

Fixing screw

ⓐ

[ Caution ]
When you separate the cap frame unit, keep the cap frame slide set and cap frame unit fixed with the fixing
screws ⓐ to prevent from falling down of driving wire. 
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5-3) Assembly of tubular frame
Unfasten the bolts of tubular frame base, and insert the position of frame and bolts into the groove of 
holder plate of X-frame, then fasten bolts.

[Fig. 5-7]

Tubular frame

[UI, UH, TH]

Fixing bolt

Tubular frame

X-frame

[Fig. 5-8]

[Dual(3×3)]

Fixing
bolt





CORDING DEVICE
(SCD02)
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INTRODUCTION

This cording/looping device uses two needle bars on the head of the embroidery machine

and can be installed for use on all types of SWF machines. There are two types according to

the direction of installation.  

This user’s manual provides information on installation, management, and use of

cording/looping device. Please read thoroughly before use.  

Cording/Looping
Device

Installed left

Installed right

SCD02L

SCD02R
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Select left or right type according to your preference and convenience. 

1. Basic Parts

① Cording device bobbin 

② Cord guide A

③ Cord bar fixer

④ Cord guide B

⑤ Cord guide B

⑥ Cord bar

⑦ Cord needle bar spring

⑧ Cord driver

⑨ Cord feed guide

⑩ Cording needle fixed holder

⑪ Loop driver

⑫ Cord foot

2. Types of Cord Foot

Cord foot hole diameter
(фmm)

1.1 1.7 2.0 2.5

Indexing 11 17 20 25

ф

[Fig.1]

[Fig.2]

①

⑤

④

③

② ⑦

⑥
⑨

⑧

⑪
⑫

⑩

A. Product Package
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B. Product Assembly and Adjustment

1. Assembling the main cording device

1) Selecting cord foot 

Select your cord foot according to the cord thickness. Select a cord foot through which your cord feeds smoothly.

2) Adjusting needle bar

Before adjustment After adjustment

▶ Adjusting lower/upper position of the needle bar 

→ Refer to “11-9) Needle bar adjustment”in the user’s manual. 

[Fig.3]

②

①

④

⑤

③

⑥

⑦

⑥

⑩
⑭

⑬

⑨

⑧

⑫

⑪

① Unfasten needle bar holder(①), upper dead point stopper(②) and needle bar holder(③). Remove presser foot(⑤),

presser foot pressure spring(④),  needle bar holder(③), and presser foot cushion rubber(A,B). (In case of high speed

embroidery machine head, replace the last needle bar with the cord needle bar.)

② Assemble in the order of presser foot pressure spring guide(⑥), cording needle bar spring(⑦), cord needle bar return

spring and cording device cushion rubber(⑧). (See [fig.3])

③ Install two loop driver cushion rubbers(⑨)onto the needle bar. Assemble cording needle fixed holder(⑩), and adjust

lower/upper position of needle bar.
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3) Installing cord bar(⑪) 
① Remove parts related to the needle bar (e.g. remove the 8th needle bar for 9 colors). (Needle bar, upper dead point

stopper, needle bar holder, presser foot, needle bar return spring, needle holder, needle bar cushion rubber)
② Insert the cord bar(⑪) to the head. Assemble the cord driver(⑫) and the cording device cushion rubber(⑧) as

described in [fig.3].  
③ Install the loop driver(⑬) and the cord foot(⑭) as shown.

2. Assembling cord bar fixer

• Install the cord bar fixer on the head as shown in

[fig.4].

3. Assembling cording guide

• Assemble in the order of cord feed guide and cord

guide A(③), B(②), B(①), thread guide (L) (⑤).

• Assemble cord guide B(①) and thread guide (④) as

shown in [fig.5].  

Types of cord bar fixing plate bracket 

6Color, 9Color (left/right)

12Color, 15Color (left)

12Color, 15Color (right)

[Fig.4]

[Fig.5]

①

①
④

②

③

⑤
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4. Assembling cording device bobbin 

① Assemble the cording device bobbin as shown in [fig.6].

② Unfasten the thread sub tension adjusting set on the spool(①,②) and install the bobbin bracket(③). 

③ You can adjust tension of the bobbin washer spring(⑤) by adjusting the length of the bobbin shaft(④). And so you can

adjust bobbin tension.

5. Threading 

Set the cord path in the following order.

① Cord guide B

② Cord guide B

③ Cord guide A

④ Cording thread take-up lever

⑤ Cord feed guide

⑥ Cord foot

[Fig.6]

[Fig.7]

③

②
①⑤

④

①

②

③

④
⑤

⑥

④

⑥

⑤
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6. Cording embroidery

1) Adjusting height and center of needle

① Slacken off the upper nut(①).

② Adjust height of the cord foot(③) with the lower nut(②).

③ Fasten the lower nut(②) and the upper nut (①) so the needle is positioned at the center of the cord foot hole. 

▶ Distance between the needle plate and cord foot varies according to the cord thickness.

①

②③

2) Preparations

• If you will do cording embroidery, remove the loop driver (①) from the working needle bar.

▶ You can work at the maximum speed of the embroidery machine.

(Select speed according to the complexity and quality of the embroidery) 

▶ Maintain the stitch pitch at 1.5~2.0mm.

①

[Fig.8]

[Fig.9]
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7. Looping embroidery

1) Changing the loop driver

• To do looping embroidery, install the looping driver(①) on the working needle bar.

▶ In looping embroidery put the work of wiper out.

▶ Make sure you are working at speed lower than 500rpm.

▶ Maintain the stitch pitch at 2.0~2.5mm. [fig.11]

Max. 15mm

④

③

②
①

2~2.5mm

2~2.5mm

2) Adjusting the loop height

① Set the needle bar at the upper dead point with the loop driver(①) on the cording needle holder(②)of the needle bar.

② Slacken off the loop driver screw(③) with the loop driver(①)on and the cord bar(④) will move down by the spring

and the cord driver in the needle bar.

③ Move up the cord foot(④) to the desired height and fasten the loop driver screw(③).

▶ Adjust the loop height at upper dead stop of the needle bar.

▶ Make sure that the loop height is within 15mm from the needle plate. [fig.10]

[Fig.10] [Fig.11]
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8. Adjusting cord bar fixer

① Push up the cord bar with the cord foot installed until you hear a “click”.

② To do cording work, pull down the cord bar, check the positions of the cord foot and the needle hole before starting work. 

경고[WARNING]

Keep your hands well away from the
hole of the cord foot when setting it
manually to the rest position.



CORDING DEVICE
(SCD01M)
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INTRODUCTION

This cording/looping device uses one needle bars on the head of the embroidery machine

and can be installed for use on all types of SWF machines. There are two types according to

the direction of installation.  

This user’s manual provides information on installation, management, and use of

cording/looping device. Please read thoroughly before use.  

Cording/Looping
Device

Installed left

Installed right

SCD01M - L

SCD01M - R
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This cording/looping device is offered in two types: the left type and the right type. Users can select one of them according to

their preference and convenience.

1) The cording device is composed of the following parts.

① Main body of the cording device

② Cording device bobbin

Cord bar guide “A”

Cord bar guide “B”

Cord bar guide pin

Cord feed
guide

Cord bar stopper collar

Cord bar base

Cord bar stopper

Cord thread
holder disk

Cord bar

Cord foot

[Fig.1]

Cording device bobbin
Bobbin bracket ass’y

Bobbin shaft ass’y

[Fig.2]

1. Parts of the Cording Device  
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2. Assembling the Cording Device  

1) Temporarily fix the cording device by using the screw① (2EA) for the upper thread pressure base  located on the side of the

head and the fixing screw② for the cording device.

3. Adjusting the Cording Device 

1) Turn the main shaft to lower the needle bar. Adjust position of the cording device

and the cord foot① to place the needle at the center of the hole of the cord foot①.

And then, tighten the cording device screw and the cord foot screw②.

2) Loosen the screw③ for the cord bar guide pin collar and adjust the distance

between the lower face of the cord foot① and the upper face of the needle plate to

be 1mm. And then tighten the screw③ for the cord bar guide pin collar.  

①

②

[Fig.3]

①
1mm

②

④

③

[Fig.4]
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3) The choice of cord foot is dependant on the types of embroidery cord and its

thickness. Select the cord foot, which allows the embroidery cord to smoothly

move through the cord foot hole.

Indexing

[Fig.5]

4) Adjust the height of the cord bar stopper④ depending on the thickness of the

embroidery materials and the cord used.

※ In case where the needle does not pinpoint the cord during the cording work, move

the needle from the center of the cord foot① closer to the cord holeⒶ.

Ⓐ

①

①

①
④

②

③

[Fig.6]

Cord foot hole diameter
(фmm)

1.3

1.5

1.7

2.0

2.3

2.5

Indexing •• •••• ••••••

1) Assemble the cord guide as shown in the below figure.

Cord guide “B”

Cord guide “B”

Cord guide “A”

[Fig.7]

4. Assembling the Cord Guide
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[Fig.9]

①

②

③

③

④

⑤

④

⑤

5. Assembling the Cording Device Bobbin 

① Assemble the cording device bobbin as set forth in <Fig. 8>. 

② Loosen the auxiliary thread adjusting device①, ② on the spool and assemble the bobbin bracket③.

③ Adjust the fixed length of the bobbin shaft④ and then the strength of the bobbin washer spring⑤ in order to adjust the bobbin

tension. 

6. Placing the Cord  

Set the cord path in the following order.

① Cord guide B

② Cord guide B

③ Cord guide A

④ Cord feed guide

⑤ Cord foot

③

②
①⑤

④

[Fig.8]
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1) Reduce the stitch width for the sharp curving area during

cording work (1.5mm).

※ Stitch width is different depending on thickness of

thread, thickness of cord and sewing patterns. In

general, however, set the stitch width at 1.5~2mm.

1) Adjust the height of the loop by moving the cord stopper collar①.

2) Loosen the screw① for the cord stopper collar and move up and down the cord bar

stopper② to adjust the height of the loop.

3) Make sure that the height of the loop is no higher than 15mm.

4) Make sure that the sewing speed no faster than 500rpm.

5) Maintain the stitch pitch at 2.0~2.5mm. 

1.5~2mm

2~2.5mm

2~2.5mm

ab
ou

t
1.

5m
m

[Fig.10]

[Fig.11]

①

②

15mm

7. Creating Stitch Data

8. Looping Embroidery 
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9. Returning to Standby Position 

1) Pull up the cord foot① and settle the cord bar guide pin② in the grooveⒶ of the cord bar base.

Ⓐ

②

⇨

[Operation Position] [Standby Position]

①

①

[Fig.12]

※ In case where the cording device is not used, make sure of placing the guide pin② in the grooveⒶ. Otherwise,

the embroidery machine can be damaged during operation. 
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BORING DEVICE
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[WARNING]

When installing the boring device to
the needle bar, make sure the tip of
the blade does not touch your finger.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Boring Device Structure …………………………………………………………………… 107

2. Installing Boring Device …………………………………………………………………… 107

3. Operation Box ………………………………………………………………………………… 109
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① Boring blade bracket
② Boring blade guide spring
③ Boring blade cushion
④ Boring blade
⑤ Boring needle plate cushion
⑥ Boring needle plate

1. Replace the needle plate installed with the boring
needle plate ①.

2. Unscrew needle bar #1 ② and separate the needle
holder ③ and the needle ④.

①

①

⑤

⑨

⑧
⑦

⑥

② ③

④

For multi-head

For tubular

3. Put the presser foot rubber cushion ⑤ in the needle bar
and assemble the boring blade ⑥. Check if the center
of the boring blade ⑦ aligns with the center of the
boring needle plate cushion ⑧ and temporarily
assemble the bracket screw ⑨.

④

⑤
⑥②

③

1) Boring Device Structure 

2) Installing Boring Device
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4. Turn the main shaft to the lower dead stop of the needle
bar. Adjust the boring blade(ASM.) ⑥ so that the tip of
the boring blade ⑦sticks out from the boring needle
plate ① by 2mm. Fasten the bracket screw ⑨ snugly. 

⑥

⑨

⑦

①

2mm

5. If the boring doesn’t work well, adjust the boring blade
screw ⑩ so that the groove at the tip of the blade ⑦
faces front as shown in the figure. 

⑩
(○)

(×)

⑦
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1. Selecting boring needle bar
① Call the design as shown in [Fig.1]. Select       SET-UP in the main menu and then select       SET-UP Ⅲ in the sub menu. 

② Use sub menus      and      (under      SET-UP Ⅲ) to move the cursor to “8.Boring Needle.”Select the number of the
needle bar.

③ Range of the boring needle selection is 1 ~ the number of colors. If you are not using the boring device, select “0.”
④ Boring will work automatically when you move to the designated needle bar during the embroidery work.

[Fig.1] Selecting boring needle bar

3) Operation Box

F3

F4F1 F2

F4





High Speed
Sequin Device

(SQ30M)
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INTRODUCTION

The SWF sequin device can be attached to and used for all SWF models. Depending on the

attachment direction, three models are available as below. Since all three models need to be

attached before the machine is released from the factory, user should select an appropriate sequin

device in advance when placing an order.

This manual provides useful information to operate the high-speed sequin device. From the first-

time user of the sequin device to the frequent sequin device user, the manual offers valuable

information to operate the device. Please thoroughly read this manual before using the SWF

sequin device.

Sequin Device

Type

L Attached to the left

R

LR

Attached to the right

Attached to both sides
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1. MATTERS TO CONSIDER

CAUTION
1) Make sure that the main power of the machine remains turned off prior to the performance of all operations stated in

the manual. Otherwise, unexpected machine operation might cause physical injury to user.

2) When the sequin is not used, keep it lifted. Otherwise, it might be damaged through the clash with the embroidery

frame. It is very simple to lift and fix the sequin. Lift the sequin upward and turn the lifting bracket (1) clockwise as

in the figure.

3) When the sequin is used, the work space becomes limited. Before performing the "range check" (supplementary

work → ) function on the operation menu to check the embroidery data size, make sure to lift the sequin to

prevent its clash with the embroidery frame.
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2. COMPOSITION OF SEQUIN DEVICE

The figure below shows the sequin device (L-type) which is attached to the left side of the head. The sequin device (R-type)

looks same to the sequin device (L-type) except for the attachment direction.

2-1. Sequin Head Zoom-In

Reel holder

Sequin guide wheel

Sequin lamp switch

Sequin head

Sequin base

Sequin base cover

Sequin supply lever

Plate spring bracket

Plate spring support
shaft

Sequin pressure
plate spring

Sequin discharge guide

Sequin supply rod stopper

Sequin blade

Sequin supply rod
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3. USER CONDITIONS

3-1. Functions

SWF Sequin Device is designed to conduct embroidery work using regular commercial sequins.

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Underlayer

Sequin can be attached to all underlayers for ordinary embroidery.

3-2-2. Thread

High-strength polyester thread is appropriate for sequin work. Ordinary cotten threads can be easily cut by sharp edges of
sequin, so that they are not appropriate.  

3-2-3. Sequin Dimensions

SWF Sequin Device utilizes regular commercial sequins. Types and specifications of the applicable sequins are as
follows.  

3-2-4. Needle

For sequin work, the following needles are recommended.

* By using the needles recommended as above, abnormal thread breaks stemming from the sequin pull-out by

needles can be prevented. 

Sequin Diameter Standard Size ф2.0 ~ ф9.0

Feed Hole Diameter  ф1.5

Sequin Thickness  0.2

Reel Diameter 
Standard Size

Special Size

Needle 
Specifications for 
Sequin Work

22mmmm::DDBBXXKK55XXKKKK##99
33~~99mmmm::DDBBXXKK55XXKKKK##1111

ф180

ф225
(special parts are used)

(Unit: mm)

CAUTION
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In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 150D, ф 5~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)
In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 120D, ф 3~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)

※1D = It refers to the unit equal to producing 9.000meter 
of thread by using 1 gram of material.

3-2-5 Types of Applicable Embroidery thread Machines

GB
Designation

Point Surfave
Size range

55
7

60
8

65
9

70
10

75
11

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 R

DE×K5 SANⓇ1

RG

FFG

FG

RG

FFG

FG

R

RG

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

GEBEDURⓇ

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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3-3. Reel Attachment

3-3-1. Sequin Reel Attachment

1) Attach the sequin reel to the body of the sequin device as below.

2) The default setting of the sequin reel is ф180 (standard). If ф225 reel is used, additional part (2) should be

used as below. 

① Loosen the screw (③) and disassemble the reel base (④) from the sequin body.

② Attach the reel guide bracket (②) to the hole where the reel base (④) is attached.

③ Fix the disassembled reel base (④) to the front hole of the reel guide bracket (②) using the screw (⑤).

④ Attach the sequin reel (ф225) using the same method.

3-2-2. Sequin Passing

1) Pass the sequin (①) through the sequin pressure plate spring (②) as in the figure below.

[Standard reel (ф180) attachment] [ф225 reel attachment]

③

②
⑤

①

②

①
②

③

④
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2) When the handle is turned counterclockwise, space is created between the sequin pressure plate spring and the

supply base.

3) Push the sequin into the discharge guide groove using the space.

4) When the handle is turned clockwise, the sequin supply guide is returned to the original position.

5) When the manual sequin knob is spun, the sequin is supplied. 
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4. SEQUIN DEVICE ADJUSTMENT

4-1. Adjustment of Sequin Cut Position

4-1-1. If the sequin cut position is abnormal or when the sequin size change is needed, the cut position should be

adjusted.

4-1-2. The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in the

figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

※ The sequin cut position is determined by the stop position of the sequin supply rod. The stop position of the

supply rod is determined by the stopper (②). Therefore, the sequin cut position is determined by adjusting the

stopper position.

1) Slightly loosen the tightening screw (⑤) for the sequin supply rod stopper.

⑤

②
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2) The figure (Ⓑ) below indicates the sequin supply is insufficient. In this case, turn the cut position adjusting

screw (⑦) counterclockwise. 

3) The figure Ⓒ below indicates the sequin supply is excessive. In this case, turn the cut position adjusting

screw ⑦ clockwise.

4) Fix the stopper tightening screw (⑤) when the cut position adjustment is finished.

5) The motor initialization must be done when the cut position adjustment is finished.

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

⑤

⑦
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4-2. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Front/Back Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ When the needle is positioned at [Fig. C], make adjustments as below.

1) Loosen the tightening screw (②) and disassemble the sequin base cover (①).

2) Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ In case where the needle tip is at (A) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as in (C). 

※ In case where the needle tip is at (B) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as in (D).

When adjusting the needle position against the sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Needle bar position [Fig. B] Needle bar position and
adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

②

②

①

③ ④
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4-2-2. Left, Right Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ In case where the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], make adjustments as below.

1) Slightly loosen the left, right adjustment bracket fixing screws ①.

2) Adjust the left, right position of the sequin using the left, right adjusting screw ②.

※ In case where the needle tip is at (A) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) clockwise as in (C). 

※ In case where the needle tip is at (B) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) counterclockwise as in (D).

(A) (B)

[Fig. A] 
Needle bar
position

[Fig. B] Needle bar position and
adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

②

②

①
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5. OP BOX OPERATION

[Fig. 2] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on [Fig. 1].

5-1. Optional Device Setting

[Fig. 1] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on the initial screen.

[Fig. 2] Option Setting Screen

[Fig. 1] Setting Screen
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(1) Coding : Set the attachment of a coding device. 

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select 'Yes(1).' 

(2) Sequin (L) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the left of the head. In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and

in case of attachment, select 'Single(1).' 

(3) Sequin (L) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the left of the head. The setting range is 2.0[mm] to

9.9[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 5.0[mm].

(4) Sequin (R) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the right of the head. 

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select 'Single(1).' 

(5) Sequin (R) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the right of the head. The setting range is 2.0[mm] to

9.9[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 5.0[mm].

(6) Sequin speed : Set the embroidery machine speed when the sequin device is in operation. The setting range is the

minimum speed to 800[RPM]. The default value is 800[RPM] (For some models, the default value is

700[RPM]).

(7) Boring needle bar : Enter the needle bar number attached with the boring.

(8) Coding RPM : Set the embroidery machine speed when the sequin device is in operation. The setting range is the

minimum speed to 800[RPM]. The default value is 800[RPM]

[Fig. 3] shows the screen appearing when 'Yes(1)' is selected at 2. Sequin (L) and 5.0[mm] is selected at 3. Sequin(L)

Length as in [Fig. 2]. This indicates a general sequin is attached to the left of the head; the maximum sequin speed is

800rpm; and the sequin size is 5mm.

[Fig. 3] Sequin Setting Screen
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6-1 Sequin Size Change

The sequin sizes accepted by the sequin device include Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, ф6, ф7, and ф9. Through part replacement and

adjustment, the sequin size appropriate for work specifications can be used.

6. SEQUIN SIZE CHANGE

※※ When the sequin size changes, corresponding sequin supply guide should be installed. 

[Major Parts related to Sequin Size Change]

Manual sequin knob

Sequin supply rod
stopper

Sequin supply guide

Sequin supply motor

Sequin supply lever
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6-2. Sequin Size Change Order and Details

The order and related items for sequin size change are as below:

Item Description Figure RemarksOrder

Part
replacement

(sequin supply
guide

replacement)

Replace the sequin supply guide in line with work
specifications. 6 types of supply guides (ф3, ф4, ф
5, ф6, ф7, ф9) can be used. Check the sequin size
for appropriate application and select the sequin
supply guide in line with work specifications.

1

Sequin cut
position

adjustment

Replace the discharge guide and pass the sequin
through. Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper to adjust
the sequin cut position.

2

Supply motor
initialization
(see section 

2-2)

When the cut position adjustment is completed,
initialize the supply motor and make the motor stop at
the origin.

* To make the motor stop at the origin, completely
loosen the tightening screw for the sequin supply
lever directly connected to the motor shaft.
Otherwise, the motor cannot be located at the origin
by the sequin supply lever.

3

Sequin supply
lever fixing

Initialize the supply motor and tightly fasten the
sequin supply lever to fix it to the motor shaft. 

4

Needle
position

adjustment for
sequin hole

Adjust the needle tip to be located at the middle of the
sequin hole.

5
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6-2-1. Sequin Discharge Guide Replacement

There are seven types of sequin discharge guides, which can be used depending on sequin size. The available

sequin sizes include Ø2, Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, Ø6, Ø7, Ø9.

User selects the supply guide appropriate for the sequin size.

1) Sequin Supply Guide

2) Replacement Method and Order

① Loosen the sequin discharge guide tightening

screw(①) and disassemble the sequin discharge

guide(②).

Applied Sequin

(mm)
Name

PART No.

L-Type & R-Type

2mm

3mm

4mm

5mm

6mm

7mm

9mm

Sequin Supply Guide

GP-053036-00, GP-053037-00

GP-018879-00

GP-018880-00

GP-018881-00

GP-018882-00

GP-018883-00

GP-018884-00

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

6.8∼7.0

9.0

② Place the sequin discharge guide(②)

corresponding to the desired work specifications

on top of the sequin discharge guide(③). Adjust

the sides of the sequin supply base(④) and the

sequin discharge guide(③) to meet each other, and

fasten the tightening screw.

③ Pass the sequin through the discharge guide.

①

②

④

②
③
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6-2-2. Sequin Cut Position Adjustment and Supply Motor Initialization

1) When sequin size changes, the cut position adjustment must be conducted. 

2) The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in

the figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

① Slightly loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (⑤).

⑤
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3) Sequin Supply Motor Initialization

The supply motor should start at the initial position all the time. When sequin size changes and the cut

position is adjusted, it is necessary to initialize the motor before the sequin supply lever tightening screw (6)

is fastened.

① Fully loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥). When the manual knob is turned, the sequin

supply lever does not move, but the motor shaft only is spinning.

② On the operation menu, go to " → → → "

and pull the bar switch to the right. Then the motor is initialized (The initialization takes 30 seconds.). 

SEQUINMachine SettingMachine MaintenanceNext Menu

4) Sequin Supply Lever Tightening Screw Fastening

When the sequin supply motor initialization is complete, place the sequin supply rod close to the stopper (in

the arrow direction) and tightly fasten the tightening screw (⑥).

② When the cut looks like Ⓑ as in the figure,

sequin supply is insufficient. Then make

adjustment by turning the sequin cut

position adjustment screw

counterclockwise.

③ When the cut looks like Ⓒ as in the figure,

sequin supply is excessive. Then make

adjustment by turning the sequin cut

position adjustment screw clockwise. 

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

No Motion ➞

⑥
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6-2-3. Position and Adjustment of Sequin

Supply Rod

1) Right Position of Sequin Supply Rod

The position of the sequin supply rod is

determined depending on the size of the

sequin.

① If the sequin size is 5mm or above, it is

positioned at the first sequin hole from the

sequin cut position.

② If the sequin size is 4mm or below, it is

positioned at the second sequin hole from

the sequin cut position.

2) How To Adjust When Sequins of Different Width and Length Are Used

① In general, the width and length of sequins are same. However, if the sequins of different width and length

are used, the following adjustment is needed.

② Replace the sequin discharge guide (②) in

accordance with the width (Y) of the sequin.

[Example of Sequin of Regular Specifications] [Example of Sequin of Different Width and Length]

X=Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z>X/2

②

6.5mm or above
5mm
4mm
3mm

Position of sequin rod
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③ Adjust the sequin supply rod position as

below.

④ For the sequin value, enter the distance (X) between the sequin holes.

Note : If the sequin's width and length are different, the sequin allowed for use should have the width (Y) and

length (X) of 9mm or below and the distance between the sequin cut and the hole of 4mm or below.

3) Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod Stopper

① Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper left and right to make it closely contact the sequin supply rod. In this

case, there should be no clearance between the sequin supply rod and the stopper. Otherwise, bad sequin

cut may occur. 

② Fasten the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (⑤).

Lever position

➞

Check for close
contact

⑤
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6-2-4. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

This is the last step for part replacement. Make adjustment to place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

※ If the needle is improperly placed, make adjustment as below.

1) Adjustment of Sequin Hole Front/Rear Position

① Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as (D) in

[Fig. B].

When the needle position is adjusted for sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole as in the

figure.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Right position of needle bar [Fig. B] Right position and adjustment of
needle bar

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

③ ④
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7. SEQUIN WORKFLOW

Power on

Work spec. 
decision 

(ф5, ф7, ф9)

Sequin reel
attachment

Passing sequin

Parameter setting 
(L, R - TYPE) 

(ф5, ф6.8~ф7.2, ф9)

Data entry

Execution of color
change

Execution of 
sequin lift

Sequin start point 
re-set

Part replacement
and adjustment
(supply guide)

Cut position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Needle position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Operate

Sequin 
needle bar 

check

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Part check 
(supply guide)

Cut position check

Needle 
position check (center of

sequin hole)
Sequin lift

Embroidery range check
(range check)

No
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8. TROUBLESHOOTING

ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Irregular sequin cuts 

Thread break

Sequin does not weave
through the fabric

Incorrect location of sequin cut
Adjust location of the sequin cut  
*See “Adjustments” for more details.

Irregular sequin pitch (distance between holes)  
Irregular sequin hole diameters(ф1.5)

Needle is too thick for sequin hole 

Thread collides with the sequin device including
sequin mes

Check sequin pitch   
Check diameter of sequin hole

Change to the needle of appropriate thickness

Check if the thread feeds through the correct
route. Clean around the sequin mes for smooth
return.

No or unsmooth sequin feed 

Check if adequate parts are used for the sequin
type.(sequin feed guide).  
Check if the feed holder and the feed rod are
adequately adjusted.  
*See “Adjustments” for details.

Sequin mes does not return to feed sequin.

Needle is incorrectly positioned in the sequin hole.

Skipped stitches occur 

Clean around the sequin mes for its smooth
return.

Adjust location of the sequin feed

Adjust needle and hook timing to create stitches
without skipping



High Speed
Sequin Device

(SQ31D)
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INTRODUCTION

The SWF sequin device can be attached to and used for all SWF models. Depending on the

attachment direction, three models are available as below. Since all three models need to be

attached before the machine is released from the factory, user should select an appropriate sequin

device in advance when placing an order.

This manual provides useful information to operate the high-speed sequin device. From the first-

time user of the sequin device to the frequent sequin device user, the manual offers valuable

information to operate the device. Please thoroughly read this manual before using the SWF

sequin device.

Sequin Device

Type

L Attached to the left

R

LR

Attached to the right

Attached to both sides

[Model Name]

SQ31D - L
Attachment Method

Double SequinSeries Name
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1. MATTERS TO CONSIDER

CAUTION
1) Make sure that the main power of the machine remains turned off prior to the performance of all operations stated in

the manual. Otherwise, unexpected machine operation might cause physical injury to user.

2) When the sequin is not used, keep it lifted. Otherwise, it might be damaged through the clash with the embroidery

frame. It is very simple to lift and fix the sequin. Lift the sequin upward and turn the lifting bracket (①) clockwise

as in the figure.

3) When the sequin is used, the work space becomes limited. Before performing the "range check" (supplementary

work → ) function on the operation menu to check the embroidery data size, make sure to lift the sequin to

prevent its clash with the embroidery frame.

①
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2. COMPOSITION OF SEQUIN DEVICE

The figure below shows the sequin device (L-type) which is attached to the left side of the head. The sequin device (R-type)

looks same to the sequin device (L-type) except for the attachment direction.

2-1. Sequin Head Zoom-In

Reel holder

Sequin guide wheel (upper)
(for No. 1 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (upper)
(for No. 2 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (lower) 
(for No. 1 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (lower)
(for No. 2 sequin)

Sequin head 
※ See the below for more details

Sequin supply lever "A"

Sequin supply lever "B"

Sequin supply rod stopper "A"
Sequin blade

Sequin supply rod

Sequin discharge guide "A"

Sequin supply rod stopper "B"

Sequin supply rod
Sequin supply base

Sequin discharge guide "B"

[Fig. 1]

[Fig. 2]
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3. USER CONDITIONS

3-1. Functions

SWF Sequin Device is designed to conduct embroidery work using regular commercial sequins.

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Underlayer

Sequin can be attached to all underlayers for ordinary embroidery.

3-2-2. Thread

High-strength polyester thread is appropriate for sequin work. Ordinary cotten threads can be easily cut by sharp edges of
sequin, so that they are not appropriate.  

3-2-3. Sequin Dimensions

SWF Sequin Device utilizes regular commercial sequins. Types and specifications of the applicable sequins are as
follows.  

3-2-4. Needle

For sequin work, the following needles are recommended.

* By using the needles recommended as above, abnormal thread breaks stemming from the sequin pull-out by

needles can be prevented. 

Sequin Diameter Standard Size ф3.0 ~ ф9.0

Feed Hole Diameter  ф1.5

Sequin Thickness  0.2

Reel Diameter 

Standard Size

Special Size

Needle 
Specifications for 
Sequin Work

* DB××K5 KK #11
* 1378ES #11

ф180

ф225
(special parts are used)

(Unit: mm)

CAUTION
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In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 150D, ф 5~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)
In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 120D, ф 3~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)

※1D = It refers to the unit equal to producing 9.000meter 
of thread by using 1 gram of material.

3-2-5 Types of Applicable Embroidery thread Machines

GB
Designation

Point Surfave
Size range

55
7

60
8

65
9

70
10

75
11

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 R

DE×K5 SANⓇ1

RG

FFG

FG

RG

FFG

FG

R

RG

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

GEBEDURⓇ

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

3-2-6 Pneumatic condition

The optimum pneumatic pressure of filter regulator for the
sequin work
: Adjust the gradation on a dial to “0.5~0.6” by turning the
pressure adjustment knob(ⓐ) in the figure.

CAUTION

Adjust the pneumatic pressure of filter regulator to

“0.3-0.4” when operating only a few heads without

lifting sequin devices which are not taking all

heads operation during sequin work.

Unless you follow this, it may cause a variation on

device feed dog. 

ⓐ
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3-3. Reel Attachment

3-3-1. Sequin Reel Attachment

1) Attach the sequin reel to the body of the sequin device as in [Fig. 3].

2) The default setting of the sequin reel is Ø180 (standard). If Ø225 reel is used, additional part (②) should be

used as below. 

① Loosen the screw (③) and disassemble the reel base (④) from the sequin body.

② Attach the reel guide bracket (②) to the hole where the reel base (④) is attached.

③ Fix the disassembled reel base (④) to the front hole of the reel guide bracket (②) using the screw (⑤).

④ Attach the sequin reel (Ø225) using the same method.

3-3-2. Sequin Passing

1) Pass the sequin (①) through the sequin pressure plate spring (②) as in [Fig. 5].

[Fig. 3] Standard reel (Ø180) attachment [Fig. 4] Ø225 reel attachment

[Fig. 5]

③

②
⑤

④

No. 1 sequin

No. 2 sequin

Spacer

Reel Spring

Reel washer

No. 1 sequin

No. 2 sequin

①

②
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2) Passing Sequin At The Front

If the sequin passes the sequin supply guide, use the sequin hook (③) as in the figure below.

① Put the tip of the sequin hook (③) headed upward.

② Connect the tip of the sequin hook (③) to the

second hole of the sequin and push the sequin

supply rod forward to make it advance toward

the supply direction.

[Fig. 6]

[Fig. 7]

Sequin hook

③ Turn the manual sequin knob to set the sequin

supply rod and the sequin hole in line. As in

[Fig. 8], while the sequin supply rod (④) and

the sequin hole are in line, the sequin hook can

be easily removed by pulling it back. 

④ Turn the manual sequin knob (⑤) and then the

sequin is supplied.

[Fig. 8]

④

④

⑤

③
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4. SEQUIN DEVICE ADJUSTMENT

4-1. Adjustment of Sequin Cut Position

4-1-1. If the sequin cut position is abnormal or when the sequin size change is needed, the cut position should be

adjusted.

4-1-2. The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in the

figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

※ The sequin cut position is determined by the stop position of the sequin supply rod (①). The stop position of

the supply rod is determined by the stopper (②). Therefore, the sequin cut position is determined by adjusting

the stopper position. [Fig. 12]

1) Cut Position Adjustment At The Front

① Loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (③) as in [Fig. 13].

③

②①

[Fig. 12]

[Fig. 13]
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② The figure Ⓑ below indicates the sequin supply is insufficient. In this case, move the stopper (④) to the

right side. 

③ The figure Ⓒ below indicates the sequin supply is excessive. In this case, move the stopper (④) to the left

side.

④ When the cut position adjustment is complete, fasten the stopper tightening screw (③).

⑤ Loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑤) and initialize the motor.

⑥ Fasten the sequin supply lever tightening screw after the motor initialization is complete.

3) Cut Position Adjustment At The Back

① Loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (③) as in [Fig. 15].

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

[Fig. 14]

[Fig. 15]

③

③

④
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② Loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw. 

③ The figure Ⓑ below indicates the sequin supply is insufficient. In this case, move the stopper (④) to the

right side. 

④ The figure Ⓒ below indicates the sequin supply is excessive. In this case, move the stopper (④) to the left

side.

⑤ When the cut position adjustment is complete, fasten the stopper tightening screw (③).

⑥ Initialize the motor.

⑦ Push the sequin supply lever (⑤) in the stopper direction, and fasten the sequin supply lever tightening

screw (⑥).

⑧ Check if the motor driving lever "A" (⑦) and the lever stopper (⑧) are closely contacted. 

⑨ There should be no clearance between the sequin supply rod (⑨) and the stopper (⑩). This may cause bad

sequin cut. 

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

⑤

④

⑥

[Fig. 16]

[Fig. 17]

⑦ ⑧

⑨
⑩
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4-2. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Front/Back Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ If the needle is placed as in [Fig. C], make adjustment as below.

1) Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. 1-2], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. 1-2], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as (D) in

[Fig. B].

When adjusting the needle position against the sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Needle bar position

[Fig. B] Needle bar position and
adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

[Fig. 18]

[Fig. 19]

④

③

④
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※ In case where the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], make adjustments as below.

1) Slightly loosen the left, right adjustment bracket fixing screws (①).

2) Adjust the left, right position of the sequin using the left, right adjusting screw (②).

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (2) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (2) counterclockwise as (D) in [Fig. B]

4-2-2. Left, Right Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

(A) (B)

[Fig. A] Needle bar position

[Fig. B] Needle bar position and
adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

[Fig. 20]

[Fig. 21]

②

①

②
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5. OP BOX OPERATION

[Fig. 23] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on [Fig. 22].

5-1. Optional Device Setting

[Fig. 22] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on the initial screen.

[Fig. 23] Option Setting Screen

[Fig. 22] Setting Screen
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(1) Coding : Set the attachment of a coding device.

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select 'Yes(1).' 

(2) Sequin (L) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the left of the head. In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)'

and in case of attachment, select 'Single(2).' 

(3) Sequin (L) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the left of the head. The setting range is 3.0[mm]

to 9.9[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 5.0[mm].

(4) Sequin (R) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the right of the head. 

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select 'Single(2).' 

(5) Sequin (R) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the right of the head. The setting range is

3.0[mm] to 9.9[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 5.0[mm].

(6) Sequin speed : Set the embroidery machine speed when the sequin device is in operation. The setting range is

the minimum speed to 800[RPM]. The default value is 800[RPM] (For some models, the default

value is 700[RPM]).

(7) Boring needle bar : Enter the needle bar number attached with the boring.

(8) Coding RPM : Set the embroidery machine speed when the sequin device is in operation. The setting range is

the minimum speed to 800[RPM]. The default value is 800[RPM]

5-2. Error and Troubleshooting

No Error Name Description Troubleshooting

108 Air pressure error
It occurs when the air pressure is below

the normal level.

Supply more air or increase the

pressure.

[Fig. 24] shows the screen appearing when 'Yes(1)' is selected at 2. Sequin (L) and 5.0[mm] is selected at 3. Sequin(L)

Length as in [Fig. 23]. This indicates 4-sequin is attached to the left of the head; the maximum sequin speed is 800rpm;

and the sequin size is 5mm.

[Fig. 24] Sequin Setting Screen
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Manual knob

Sequin supply guide

Sequin discharge guide "B"

Sequin discharge guide "A"

6-1. Sequin Size Change

The sequin sizes accepted by the sequin device include Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, Ø6.8~Ø7.2, and Ø9. Through part replacement

and adjustment, the sequin size appropriate for work specifications can be used.

6-2. Sequin Size Change Order and Details

The order and related items for sequin size change are as follows (See more details).

6. SEQUIN SIZE CHANGE

※※ When the sequin size changes, corresponding sequin supply guide should be installed. 

[Major Parts related to Sequin Size Change]
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Category Description FigureOrder

Sequin supply
guide

replacement

Sequin cut
position

adjustment

Sequin supply
rod stopper
adjustment

Supply motor
initialization

(see section 2-
2)

Replace the sequin supply guide in line with work
specifications. 5 types of supply guides (Ø3, Ø5, Ø
7, Ø9) can be used. Check the sequin size for
appropriate application and select the sequin supply
guide in line with work specifications.

After replacing the supply guide and the discharge
guide, pass the right sequin for the work
specifications. Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper
for the sequin cut position. 
※ After adjusting the cut position, do not fasten the

tightening screw for the sequin supply lever

directly connected to the motor. The screw

should be fastened after the supply motor

initialization is completed.

Cautiously adjust the sequin supply rod stopper to
make sure that the sequin is pushed forward.

When the cut position adjustment is completed,
initialize the supply motor and make the motor stop at
the origin.
※ To make the motor stop at the origin, completely

loosen the tightening screw for the sequin supply
lever directly connected to the motor shaft.
Otherwise, the motor cannot be located at the
origin by the sequin supply lever.

1

2

3

4

Supply guide

Front

Back

Discharge guide
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Category Description FigureOrder

Fastening
sequin supply

lever

Needle
position

adjustment for
sequin hole

After the supply motor initialization is complete,
fasten the tightening screw for the sequin supply lever
to make it directly linked to the motor shaft.

Adjust the needle tip to be located at the very center of
the sequin hole. 

5

6
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6-2-1. Sequin Discharge Guide Replacement

There are five types of sequin discharge guides, which can be used depending on sequin size. The available

sequin sizes include Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, Ø6.8~7.2, and Ø9.

User selects the supply guide appropriate for the sequin size.

1) Sequin Supply Guide

2) Replacement Method and Order

① Loosen the sequin supply guide tightening

screw (①) as in [Fig. 25] and separate the

sequin supply guide (②) from the supply

guide plate (③).

② Place the sequin supply guide appropriate

for the work specification (②) on the sequin

supply guide plate (③) and temporarily fix

them with a tightening screw.

(3) Pass the sequin through the supply guide.
[Fig. 25]

Applicable
Sequin(mm)

Type
PART No.

L-Type R-Type

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

Sequin Supply Guide “A” GP-036758-00

GP-036759-00

GP-036760-00

GP-036761-00

GP-036766-00

GP-036768-00

GP-036769-00

GP-036770-00

GP-036762-00

GP-036763-00

GP-036764-00

GP-036765-00

GP-036793-00

GP-036794-00

GP-036795-00

GP-036796-00

GP-036801-01

GP-036802-01

GP-036803-01

GP-036804-01

GP-036797-00

GP-036798-00

GP-036799-00

GP-036800-00

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

Sequin Output Guide “A1”

Sequin Supply Guide “B”

Sequin Output Guide “A2” GP-036730-00

GP-036731-00

GP-036732-00

GP-036733-00

①

①

③

③

②

②
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④ Adjust the sequin supply guide at the position where the center of the sequin is in line with the central line

of the sequin supply base, and fasten it with a tightening screw (①) as in [Fig. 26].

6-2-2. Sequin Discharge Guide Replacement

There are five types of sequin discharge guides, which can be used depending on sequin size. The available

sequin sizes include Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, Ø6.8~7.2, and Ø9.

User selects the supply guide appropriate for the sequin size.

1) Sequin Supply Guide

[Fig. 26]

Applicable
Sequin(mm)

Type
PART No.

L-Type R-Type

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

Sequin Output Guide “B1” GP-036772-00

GP-036773-00

GP-036774-00

GP-036775-00

GP-036776-00

GP-036778-00

GP-036779-00

GP-036780-00

GP-036805-00

GP-036806-00

GP-036807-00

GP-036808-00

GP-036809-00

GP-036810-00

GP-036811-00

GP-036812-00

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

Sequin Output Guide “B2”

①

①
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2) Replacement Method and Order

① Loosen the sequin discharge guide tightening screw (①) and separate the sequin discharge guide (②).

② Fix the sequin discharge guide (②) appropriate for the work specification with a tightening screw. 

③ Pass the sequin through the discharge guide.

6-2-3. Sequin Cut Position Adjustment

1) When sequin size changes, the cut position adjustment must be conducted. 

2) The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in

the figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

①

①
②②

[Fig. 27]

[Fig. 28]
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① Loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (③) and move it to the left in full as in [Fig. 29].

③

[Fig. 29]

② Loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥) as in [Fig. 30].

※ Fully loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥) to make the supply lever (⑦) and the motor

shaft independent from each other. And after the motor initialization is complete, fasten the sequin supply

lever tightening screw (⑥). 

①
②

[Fig. 30]

③ When the sequin cut looks like Fig. Ⓑ, this

indicates insufficient sequin supply. In this

case, move the stopper to the right side

(→).

④ When the sequin cut looks like Fig. Ⓒ, this

indicates excessive sequin supply. In this

case, move the stopper to the left side (←).

⑤ When the cut position adjustment is

complete, fasten the tightening screw(③)

(This is before fastening the sequin supply

lever tightening screw(⑥)).

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]
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6-2-4. Sequin Supply Motor Initialization

The supply motor should start at the initial position all the time. When sequin size changes and the cut position

is adjusted, it is necessary to initialize the motor before the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥) is fastened.

1) Initialization of No. 1 Sequin Supply Motor (Front Sequin Supply Motor)

① Fully loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥). When the manual knob is turned, the sequin

supply lever does not move, but the motor shaft only is spinning.

② On the operation menu, go to " → → → "

and pull the bar switch to the right. Then the motor is initialized (The initialization takes 30 seconds.). 

③ When the supply motor initialization is complete, place the sequin supply lever to closely contact the

stopper (arrow direction), and then fasten the tightening screw (⑥).

SEQUINMachine SettingMachine MaintenanceNext Menu

2) Initialization of No. 2 Sequin Supply Motor

(Rear Sequin Supply Motor)

① Unless specially stated, the initialization of

the second sequin supply motor is not

needed. 

② Upon the sequin size change of the

adjustment of the sequin cut position,

loosen the tightening screw (①) for the

sequin supply lever "B" only for

adjustment.

③ However, in the above cases, make sure

that the motor driving lever "A" (②) and

the stopper (③) are closely contacted.

[Fig. 33]

⑥

①

③②

[Fig. 31] [Fig. 32]

Check for close
contact

No motion
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6-2-5. Position and Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod

1) Right Position of Sequin Supply Rod

The position of the sequin supply rod is determined depending on the size of the sequin as in [Fig. 34].

2) How To Adjust When Sequins of Different Width and Length Are Used

① In general, the width and length of sequins are same. However, if the sequins of different width and length

are used, the following adjustment is needed. 

[Example of Sequin of Regular Specifications] [Example of Sequin of Different Width and Length]

X=Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z>X/2

[Fig. 34]

6.5mm or above
5mm 4mm 3mm Position of rod

6.5mm or above
5mm 4mm 3mm Position of rod
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② Replace the sequin discharge guide (②) in

accordance with the width (Y) of the sequin.

[Fig. 35]

③ Adjust the sequin supply rod position as

below.

④ For the sequin value, enter the distance (X) between the sequin holes.

Note : If the sequin's width and length are different, the sequin allowed for use should have the width (Y) and

length (X) of 9mm or below and the distance between the sequin cut and the hole of 4mm or below.

[Fig. 36]

Lever position
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4) Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod Stopper

① Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper left and right to make it closely contact the sequin supply rod. In this

case, there should be no clearance between the sequin supply rod and the stopper. Otherwise, bad sequin

cut may occur. 

Close contact

② Fasten the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (③).

③

[Fig. 37]

[Fig. 38]
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6-2-6. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

This is the last step for part replacement. Make adjustment to place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

1) Adjustment of Sequin Hole Front/Rear Position

※ If the needle is placed as in [Fig. C], make adjustment as below.

① Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as (D) in

[Fig. B].

When the needle position is adjusted for sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole as in the

figure.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Right position of
needle bar

[Fig. B] Right position and adjustment
of needle bar

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

[Fig. 39]

[Fig. 40]

④

③

④
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6-2-7. Left, Right Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ If the needle is placed as in [Fig. C], make adjustment as below.

1) Slightly loosen the fixing screw for the left, right adjusting bracket (①).

2) Use the left, right adjusting screw (②) to adjust the left, right position of the sequin.

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) counterclockwise as (D) in [Fig. B].

[Fig. A] Right position of
needle bar

[Fig. B] Right position and adjustment
of needle bar

[Fig. 41]

[Fig. 42]

①

②

(A) (B)

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

②
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7. SEQUIN WORKFLOW

Power on

Work spec. 
decision 

(ф5, ф7, ф9)

Sequin reel
attachment

Passing sequin

Parameter setting 
(L, R - TYPE) 

(ф5, ф6.8~ф7.2, ф9)

Data entry

Execution of color
change

Execution of 
sequin lift

Sequin start point
re-set

Part replacement
and adjustment
(supply guide)

Cut position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Needle position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Operate

Sequin 
needle bar 

check

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Part check 
(supply guide)

Cut position check

Needle 
position check (center of

sequin hole)
Sequin lift

Embroidery range 
check (trace)

No
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8. TROUBLESHOOTING

ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Irregular sequin cuts 

Thread break

Sequin does not weave
through the fabric

Incorrect location of sequin cut
Adjust location of the sequin cut  
*See “Adjustments” for more details.

Irregular sequin pitch (distance between holes)  
Irregular sequin hole diameters(ф1.5)

Needle is too thick for sequin hole 

Thread collides with the sequin device including
sequin mes

Check sequin pitch   
Check diameter of sequin hole

Change to the needle of appropriate thickness

Check if the thread feeds through the correct
route. Clean around the sequin mes for smooth
return.

No or unsmooth sequin feed 

Check if adequate parts are used for the sequin
type.(sequin feed guide).  
Check if the feed holder and the feed rod are
adequately adjusted.  
*See “Adjustments” for details.

Sequin mes does not return to feed sequin.

Needle is incorrectly positioned in the sequin hole.

Skipped stitches occur 

Clean around the sequin mes for its smooth
return.

Adjust location of the sequin feed

Adjust needle and hook timing to create stitches
without skipping





Large Sequin
Device
(SQ31B)
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INTRODUCTION

The SWF sequin device can be attached to and used for all SWF models. Depending on the

attachment direction, three models are available as below. Since all three models need to be

attached before the machine is released from the factory, user should select an appropriate sequin

device in advance when placing an order.

This manual provides useful information to operate the high-speed sequin device. From the first-

time user of the sequin device to the frequent sequin device user, the manual offers valuable

information to operate the device. Please thoroughly read this manual before using the SWF

sequin device.

Sequin Device

Type

L Attached to the left

R

LR

Attached to the right

Attached to both sides
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1. MATTERS TO CONSIDER

CAUTION
1) Make sure that the main power of the machine remains turned off prior to the performance of all operations stated in

the manual. Otherwise, unexpected machine operation might cause physical injury to user.

2) When the sequin is not used, keep it lifted. Otherwise, it might be damaged through the clash with the embroidery

frame. It is very simple to lift and fix the sequin. Lift the sequin upward and turn the lifting bracket (1) clockwise as

in the figure.

3) When the sequin is used, the work space becomes limited. Before performing the "range check" (supplementary

work → ) function on the operation menu to check the embroidery data size, make sure to lift the sequin to

prevent its clash with the embroidery frame.

①
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2. COMPOSITION OF SEQUIN DEVICE

The figure below shows the sequin device (L-type) which is attached to the left side of the head. The sequin device (R-type)

looks same to the sequin device (L-type) except for the attachment direction.

2-1. Sequin Head Zoom-In

Reel holder

Sequin guide wheel

Sequin lamp switch

Sequin head

Sequin base

Sequin base cover

Sequin supply lever

Plate spring bracket

Plate spring support
shaft

Sequin pressure
plate spring

Sequin discharge guide

Sequin supply rod stopper

Sequin blade

Sequin supply rod

Discharge guide 
assistant plate
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3. USER CONDITIONS

3-1. Functions

SWF Sequin Device is designed to conduct embroidery work using regular commercial sequins.

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Underlayer

Sequin can be attached to all underlayers for ordinary embroidery.

3-2-2. Thread

High-strength polyester thread is appropriate for sequin work. Ordinary cotten threads can be easily cut by sharp edges of
sequin, so that they are not appropriate.  

3-2-3. Sequin Dimensions

SWF Sequin Device utilizes regular commercial sequins. Types and specifications of the applicable sequins are as
follows.  

3-2-4. Needle

For sequin work, the following needles are recommended.

* By using the needles recommended as above, abnormal thread breaks stemming from the sequin pull-out by

needles can be prevented. 

Sequin Diameter Standard Size ф18 ~ ф25

Feed Hole Diameter  ф1.5

Sequin Thickness  0.2

Reel Diameter 

Standard Size

Special Size

Needle 
Specifications for 
Sequin Work

* DB××K5 KK #11
* 1378ES #11

ф180

ф225
(special parts are used)

(Unit: mm)

CAUTION
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Spangle of  ф1.5 inside diameter can use the embroidery
thread of more than 120D and less than 150D 
(However, when using ф3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф1.2)

Spangle of ф1.2 inside diameter can use the
embroidery thread of less than 120D.
(However, when using ф3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф1.2)

※1D = It refers to the unit equal to producing 9.000meter 
of thread by using 1 gram of material.

3-2-5 Types of Applicable Embroidery thread Machines

GB
Designation

Point Surfave
Size range

55
7

60
8

65
9

70
10

75
11

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 R

DE×K5 SANⓇ1

RG

FFG

FG

RG

FFG

FG

R

RG

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

GEBEDURⓇ

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

3-2-6 Pneumatic condition

The optimum pneumatic pressure of filter regulator for the
sequin work
: Adjust the gradation on a dial to “0.5~0.6” by turning the
pressure adjustment knob(ⓐ) in the figure.

CAUTION

Adjust the pneumatic pressure of filter regulator to

“0.3-0.4” when operating only a few heads without

lifting sequin devices which are not taking all

heads operation during sequin work.

Unless you follow this, it may cause a variation on

device feed dog. 

ⓐ
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3-3. Reel Attachment

3-3-1. Sequin Reel Attachment

1) Attach the sequin reel to the body of the sequin device as below.

2) The default setting of the sequin reel is ф180 (standard). If ф225 reel is used, additional part (2) should be

used as below. 

① Loosen the screw (③) and disassemble the reel base (④) from the sequin body.

② Attach the reel guide bracket (②) to the hole where the reel base (④) is attached.

③ Fix the disassembled reel base (④) to the front hole of the reel guide bracket (②) using the screw (⑤).

④ Attach the sequin reel (ф225) using the same method.

3-2-2. Sequin Passing

1) Pass the sequin (①) through the sequin pressure plate spring (②) as in the figure below.

[Standard reel (ф180) attachment] [ф225 reel attachment]

③

②
⑤

①

②

①
②

③

④
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2) When the handle is turned counterclockwise, space is created between the sequin pressure plate spring and the

supply base.

3) Push the sequin into the discharge guide groove using the space.

4) When the handle is turned clockwise, the sequin supply guide is returned to the original position.

5) When the manual sequin knob is spun, the sequin is supplied. 
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4. SEQUIN DEVICE ADJUSTMENT

4-1. Adjustment of Sequin Cut Position

4-1-1. If the sequin cut position is abnormal or when the sequin size change is needed, the cut position should be

adjusted.

4-1-2. The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in the

figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

※ The sequin cut position is determined by the stop position of the sequin supply rod. The stop position of the

supply rod is determined by the stopper (②). Therefore, the sequin cut position is determined by adjusting the

stopper position.

1) Slightly loosen the tightening screw (⑤) for the sequin supply rod stopper.

⑤

②
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2) The figure (Ⓑ) below indicates the sequin supply is insufficient. In this case, turn the cut position adjusting

screw (⑦) counterclockwise. 

3) The figure Ⓒ below indicates the sequin supply is excessive. In this case, turn the cut position adjusting

screw ⑦ clockwise.

4) Fix the stopper tightening screw (⑤) when the cut position adjustment is finished.

5) The motor initialization must be done when the cut position adjustment is finished.

※ Please refer to the motor initialization section of sequin size change.

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

⑤

⑦
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4-2. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Front/Back Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ When the needle is positioned at [Fig. C], make adjustments as below.

1) Loosen the tightening screw (②) and disassemble the sequin base cover (①).

2) Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ In case where the needle tip is at (A) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as in (C). 

※ In case where the needle tip is at (B) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as in (D).

When adjusting the needle position against the sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Needle bar position [Fig. B] Needle bar position and
adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

②

①

③
④
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4-2-2. Left, Right Position Adjustment of Sequin Hole

※ In case where the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], make adjustments as below.

1) Slightly loosen the left, right adjustment bracket fixing screws ①.

2) Adjust the left, right position of the sequin using the left, right adjusting screw ②.

※ In case where the needle tip is at (A) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) clockwise as in (C). 

※ In case where the needle tip is at (B) as in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (②) counterclockwise as in (D).

②

①

(A) (B)

[Fig. A] 
Needle bar position [Fig. B] Needle bar position and

adjustment

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

②

4-3. Sequin Supply Motor Initialization 

4-3-1. Position and adjustment of sequin supply rod 

4-3-2. Adjusting the position of the eye of a needle 

※ Refer to the chapter 6-2.
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5. OP BOX OPERATION

[Fig. 2] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on [Fig. 1].

5-1. Optional Device Setting

[Fig. 1] shows the screen appearing when is chosen on the initial screen.

[Fig. 2] Option Setting Screen

[Fig. 1] Setting Screen
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(1) Coding : Set the attachment of a coding device. 

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select 'Yes(1).' 

(2) Sequin (L) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the left of the head. In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and

in case of attachment, select '31B(5).' 

(3) Sequin (L) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the left of the head. The setting range is 18.0[mm] to

25.6[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 18.0[mm].

(4) Sequin (R) : Set the attachment of a sequin device to the right of the head. 

In case of no attachment, select 'No(0)' and in case of attachment, select '31B(5).' 

(5) Sequin (R) length : Set the size of the sequin device attached to the right of the head. The setting range is 18.0[mm]

to 25.6[mm] by 0.1[mm] each time. The default value is 18.0[mm].

(6) Sequin speed : This item set speed of the embroidering machine when the sequine device is operated during the

embroidery process. Setting range is to the established RPM of the individual model.

(7) Boring needle bar : Enter the needle bar number attached with the boring.

(8) Coding RPM : Set the embroidery machine speed when the sequin device is in operation. The setting range is the

minimum speed to 800[RPM]. The default value is 800[RPM]

[Fig. 3] shows the screen appearing when 'Yes(1)' is selected at 2. Sequin (L) and 18.0[mm] is selected at 3. Sequin(L)

Length as in [Fig. 2]. In this case, it means that the large sequin is located on the left side of the head, the speed of

operation is the RPM of each model, and the sequin size is 18mm. 

[Fig. 3] Sequin Setting Screen
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5-2 Error and Troubleshooting

No Error Name Description Troubleshooting

108 Air pressure error
It occurs when the air pressure is below

the normal level.

Supply more air or increase the

pressure.
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6-1 Sequin Size Change

Please contact SWF for the available sequin size of this sequin device. Users can use sequin size of the operational

specifications through the replacement of parts and adjustment as below. 

6. SEQUIN SIZE CHANGE

※※ When the sequin size changes, corresponding sequin supply guide should be installed. 

[Major Parts related to Sequin Size Change]

Manual sequin
knob

Sequin supply
rod stopper

Sequin supply
guide

Sequin supply
motor

Sequin supply
lever
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6-2. Sequin Size Change Order and Details

The order and related items for sequin size change are as below:

Item Description Figure RemarksOrder

Part
replacement

(sequin supply
guide

replacement)

Replace the sequin supply guide in line with work
specifications. Please contact SWF for the supply
guide and select the sequin supply guide of the
operational specifications after checking the available
sequin size of each type.

1

Sequin cut
position

adjustment

Replace the discharge guide and pass the sequin
through. Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper to adjust
the sequin cut position.

2

Supply motor
initialization 

When the cut position adjustment is completed,
initialize the supply motor and make the motor stop at
the origin.

* To make the motor stop at the origin, completely
loosen the tightening screw for the sequin supply
lever directly connected to the motor shaft.
Otherwise, the motor cannot be located at the origin
by the sequin supply lever.

3

Sequin supply
lever fixing

Initialize the supply motor and tightly fasten the
sequin supply lever to fix it to the motor shaft. 

4

Needle
position

adjustment for
sequin hole

Adjust the needle tip to be located at the middle of the
sequin hole.

5

[See the
chapter 4-3]
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6-2-1. Sequin Discharge Guide Replacement

1) Sequin Supply Guide : Please contact SWF agent or SWF CS Center. 

2) Replacement Method and Order

① Loosen the sequin discharge guide tightening

screw(①) and disassemble the sequin discharge

guide(②).

② Place the sequin discharge guide(②)

corresponding to the desired work specifications

on top of the sequin discharge guide(③). Adjust

the sides of the sequin supply base(④) and the

sequin discharge guide(③) to meet each other, and

fasten the tightening screw.

③ Pass the sequin through the discharge guide.

①

②

④

②③
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6-2-2. Sequin Cut Position Adjustment and Supply Motor Initialization

1) When sequin size changes, the cut position adjustment must be conducted. 

2) The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in

the figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

① Slightly loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (⑤).

⑤
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3) Sequin Supply Motor Initialization

The supply motor should start at the initial position all the time. When sequin size changes and the cut

position is adjusted, it is necessary to initialize the motor before the sequin supply lever tightening screw (6)

is fastened.

① Fully loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (⑥). When the manual knob is turned, the sequin

supply lever does not move, but the motor shaft only is spinning.

② On the operation menu, go to " → → → "

and pull the bar switch to the right. Then the motor is initialized (The initialization takes 30 seconds.). 

SEQUINMachine SettingMachine MaintenanceNext Menu

4) Sequin Supply Lever Tightening Screw Fastening

When the sequin supply motor initialization is complete, place the sequin supply rod close to the stopper (in

the arrow direction) and tightly fasten the tightening screw (⑥).

② When the cut looks like Ⓑ as in the figure,

sequin supply is insufficient. Then make

adjustment by turning the sequin cut

position adjustment screw

counterclockwise.

③ When the cut looks like Ⓒ as in the figure,

sequin supply is excessive. Then make

adjustment by turning the sequin cut

position adjustment screw clockwise. 

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

No Motion

⑥
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6-2-3. Position and Adjustment of Sequin

Supply Rod

1) Right Position of Sequin Supply Rod

The position of the sequin supply rod is

determined depending on the size of the

sequin.

① If the sequin size is 18mm or above, it is

positioned at the first sequin hole from the

sequin cut position.

2) How To Adjust When Sequins of Different Width and Length Are Used

① In general, the width and length of sequins are same. However, if the sequins of different width and length

are used, the following adjustment is needed.

② Replace the sequin discharge guide (②) in

accordance with the width (Y) of the sequin.

[Example of Sequin of Regular Specifications] [Example of Sequin of Different Width and Length]

X=Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z>X/2

②

18mm or above
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③ Adjust the sequin supply rod position as

below.

④ For the sequin value, enter the distance (X) between the sequin holes.

3) Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod Stopper

① Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper left and right to make it closely contact the sequin supply rod. In this

case, there should be no clearance between the sequin supply rod and the stopper. Otherwise, bad sequin

cut may occur. 

② Fasten the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (⑤).

Lever position

Check for close
contact

⑤
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6-2-4. Adjustment of Needle Hole Position

This is the last step for part replacement. Make adjustment to place the needle at the center of the sequin hole.

※ If the needle is improperly placed, make adjustment as below.

1) Adjustment of Sequin Hole Front/Rear Position

① Loosen the sequin supply base tightening screw (③) and use the sequin supply base adjusting screw (④).

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) clockwise as (C) in [Fig. B].

※ If the needle tip is positioned as (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw (④) counterclockwise as (D) in

[Fig. B].

When the needle position is adjusted for sequin hole, place the needle at the center of the sequin hole as in the

figure.

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Right position of needle bar [Fig. B] Right position and adjustment of
needle bar

[Fig. C]
Examples of

wrong
adjustment

③

④
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7. SEQUIN WORKFLOW

Power on

Work spec. 
decision 

(ф18, ф20, ф22, ф25)

Sequin reel
attachment

Passing sequin

Parameter setting 
(L, R - TYPE) 

(ф18, ф20, ф22, ф25)

Data entry

Execution of color
change

Execution of 
sequin lift

Sequin start point 
re-set

Part replacement
and adjustment
(supply guide)

Cut position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Needle position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Operate

Sequin 
needle bar 

check

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Part check 
(supply guide)

Cut position check

Needle 
position check (center of

sequin hole)
Sequin lift

Embroidery range check
(range check)

No
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8. TROUBLESHOOTING

ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Irregular sequin cuts 

Thread break

Sequin does not weave
through the fabric

Incorrect location of sequin cut
Adjust location of the sequin cut  
*See “Adjustments” for more details.

Irregular sequin pitch (distance between holes)  
Irregular sequin hole diameters(ф1.5)

Needle is too thick for sequin hole 

Thread collides with the sequin device including
sequin mes

Replace a needle with a regular one (DBxK5 KK)

Change to the needle of appropriate thickness

Check if the thread feeds through the correct
route. Clean around the sequin mes for smooth
return.

No or unsmooth sequin feed 

Check if adequate parts are used for the sequin
type.(sequin feed guide).  
Check if the feed holder and the feed rod are
adequately adjusted.  
*See “Adjustments” for details.

Sequin mes does not return to feed sequin.

Needle is incorrectly positioned in the sequin hole.

Skipped stitches occur 

Clean around the sequin mes for its smooth
return.

Adjust location of the sequin feed

Adjust needle and hook timing to create stitches
without skipping



High Speed
Sequin Device

(SQ41i)
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INTRODUCTION

The SWF sequin device can be attached to and used for all SWF models. Depending on the

attachment direction, three models are available as below. Since all three models need to be

attached before the machine is released from the factory, user should select an appropriate sequin

device in advance when placing an order.

This manual provides useful information to operate the high-speed sequin device. From the first-

time user of the sequin device to the frequent sequin device user, the manual offers valuable

information to operate the device. Please thoroughly read this manual before using the SWF

sequin device.

Attachment

Method

L Attached to the left

R

LR

Attached to the right

Attached to both sides

[Model Name]

SQ41i- L
Attachment Method

Individual SequinSeries Name
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1. MATTERS TO CONSIDER

CAUTION
1) Make sure that the main power of the machine remains turned off prior to the performance of all operations stated in

the manual. Otherwise, unexpected machine operation might cause physical injury to user.

2) When the sequin is not used, keep it lifted. Otherwise, it might be damaged through the clash with the embroidery

frame. It is very simple to lift and fix the sequin. Lift the sequin upward and turn the lifting bracket (①) clockwise

as in the figure.

3) When the sequin is used, the work space becomes limited. Before performing the "range check" (supplementary

work → ) function on the operation menu to check the embroidery data size, make sure to lift the sequin to

prevent its clash with the embroidery frame.
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2. IMAGE OF SEQUIN DEVICE

The figure below shows the sequin device (L-type) which is attached to the left side of the head. The sequin device (R-type)

looks same to the sequin device (L-type) except for the attachment direction.

[Fig. 1]

2-1. Detailed Image of Sequin Head

Sequin Supply Lever “A”

Sequin Supply Lever “B1”

Sequin Supply Load 

Sequin Blade

Sequin Supply Base “B”

Sequin Pressure Spring “B”

Sequin Supply Guide “B”

[Fig. 2]

Reel holder

Sequin guide wheel (upper)
(for No. 1 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (upper)
(for No. 2 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (lower) 
(for No. 1 sequin)

Sequin guide wheel (lower)
(for No. 2 sequin)

Sequin head 
※ 2-1 Refer to the Sequin

Head Detailed Figure

Sequin Supply Guide “A”

Sequin Pressure Spring “A”

Sequin Supply Base “A”

Sequin Supply Lever “B2”
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3. USER CONDITIONS

3-1. Functions

SWF Sequin Device is designed to conduct embroidery work using regular commercial sequins.

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Underlayer

Sequin can be attached to all underlayers for ordinary embroidery.

3-2-2. Thread

High-strength polyester thread is appropriate for sequin work. Ordinary cotten threads can be easily cut by sharp edges of
sequin, so that they are not appropriate.  

3-2-3. Sequin Dimensions

SWF Sequin Device utilizes regular commercial sequins. Types and specifications of the applicable sequins are as
follows.  

3-2-4. Needle

For sequin work, the following needles are recommended.

* By using the needles recommended as above, abnormal thread breaks stemming from the sequin pull-out by

needles can be prevented. 

Sequin Diameter Standard Size ф3.0 ~ ф9.0

Feed Hole Diameter  ф1.5

Sequin Thickness  0.2

Reel Diameter 

Standard Size

Special Size

Needle 
Specifications for 
Sequin Work

* DB××K5 KK #11
* 1378ES #11

ф180

ф225
(special parts are used)

(Unit: mm)

CAUTION
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In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 150D, ф 5~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)
In case of the embroidery thread equal to or lower
than 120D, ф 3~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using ф 3 spangles, the diameter
should be equal to or higher than ф 1.2)

※1D = It refers to the unit equal to producing 9.000meter 
of thread by using 1 gram of material.

3-2-5 Types of Applicable Embroidery thread Machines

GB
Designation

Point Surfave
Size range

55
7

60
8

65
9

70
10

75
11

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 KK

DB×K5 R

DE×K5 SANⓇ1

RG

FFG

FG

RG

FFG

FG

R

RG

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

GEBEDURⓇ

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

3-2-6 Pneumatic condition

The optimum pneumatic pressure of filter regulator for the
sequin work
: Adjust the gradation on a dial to “0.5~0.6” by turning the
pressure adjustment knob(ⓐ) in the figure.

CAUTION

Adjust the pneumatic pressure of filter regulator to

“0.3-0.4” when operating only a few heads without

lifting sequin devices which are not taking all

heads operation during sequin work.

Unless you follow this, it may cause a variation on

device feed dog. 

ⓐ
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3-3. Reel Attachment

3-3-1. Sequin Reel Attachment

1) As in the [Fig. 3], attach the sequin reel to the body of the sequin device.

2) The default value of the sequin reel is Ø180. 

[Fig. 3] Standard Method of Reel Attachment

No. 1 sequin

No. 2 sequin

[Fig. 4]

No. 1 sequin
No. 2 sequin

3-3-2. Sequin Passage

1) Pass the sequin (①) through the sequin pressure plate spring (②) as in [Fig. 4].

②
①
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2) Sequin Insertion

After the sequin’s passage of the sequin supply guide, use the sequin supply device(③) as in the figure. 

① Make the tip of the sequin supply device(③) headed upward.

② Use the sequin supply device(③) to push the sequin into the sequin guide.

[Fig. 5]

③

[Fig. 6] [Fig. 6]

③ ③
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[Fig. 7][Fig. 7]

④

③ Turn the sequin manual knob and make the sequin supply load in line with the sequin hole. 

As in [Fig. 7], while the sequin supply load(④) and the sequin hole are in line, pull the sequin hanger

backward and then it can be easily removed.

④ At this stage, when the sequin manual knob is spun, sequin supply begins.

④

ⓐ

CAUTION

Please make sure to use the prescribed tools(no.③ in Figure 5) when inserting the spangle into

the sequin device. 

Unable to perform normal sequin operation due to a transformation of the spangled pressure plate

spring(ⓐ) when using hands or tools for anything other than the prescribed tools.
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4. SEQUIN DEVICE ADJUSTMENT

4-1. Adjusting the Sequin Cutting Position

4-1-1. If the sequin cut position is abnormal or when the sequin size change is needed, the cut position should be

adjusted.

4-1-2. The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in the

figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

※ The sequin cut position is determined by the stop position of the sequin supply rod (①). The stop position of

the supply rod is determined by the stopper (②). Therefore, the sequin cut position is determined by adjusting

the stopper position. [Fig. 8]

1) Adjusting the Front Cutting Position

① As in [Fig. 9], loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (③) and the sequin supply load stopper

tightening screw (④).

[Fig. 8]

③

[Fig. 9]

④

Ⓐ

Ⓑ

Ⓒ
②

①
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② If the cutting result is as in Fig.Ⓑ, this indicates insufficient sequin supply. In this case, move the stopper

(②) to the right side (→) for adjustment. 

③ If the cutting result is as in Fig. Ⓒ, this indicates over-supply of sequin. In this case, move the stopper

(②) to the left side (←) for adjustment.

④ When the cutting position adjustment is complete, fasten the tightening screw (③) and the stopper

tightening screw (④).

⑤ Make sure that the motor driving lever “A”closely contacts the stopper.

⑥ There should be no clearance between the sequin supply load and the stopper, since the clearance causes

wrong sequin cutting during operation.

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Oversupply of sequin supply]②

[Fig. 10]
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4-2. Adjusting the Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Adjusting the Front/Back Position of Sequin Hole

※ When the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

1) Loosen the sequin base tightening screw (①) and move the sequin base back and forth for adjustment

※When the needle tip is positioned at (A) in [Fig. C], move the sequin base backward.

※When the needle tip is positioned at (B) in [Fig. C], move the sequin base forward.

When adjusting the needle position in accordance with the sequin hole, adjust the needle to place it at the center of

the sequin hole as in the figure. 

(A)

(B)

[Fig. A] Proper Position of the 
Needle Bar

[Fig. B] Proper Position of the 
Needle Bar and Adjustment 

[Fig. C] 
Examples of Wrong

Adjustment

[Fig. 11]

①

[Fig. 12]

①
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※ If the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

1) Slightly loosen the fixing screw(①) for the left, right adjusting bracket.

2) Use the left, right adjusting screw to adjust the left, right position of the sequin.

※ When the needle tip is positioned at (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw(②) counter-clockwise as in (C).

※ When the needle tip is positioned at (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw(②) clockwise as in (D).

4-2-2. Adjusting Left, Right Positions of the Sequin Hole

(A) (B)

[Fig. 13]

[Fig. 14]

②

①

[Fig. A] Proper Position of the 
Needle Bar

[Fig. B] Proper Position of the 
Needle Bar and Adjustment 

[Fig. C] 
Examples of Wrong

Adjustment
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5. SEQUIN REPLACEMENT BY SIZE

※ To change the sequin size, the sequin supply guide should be replaced according to the desired work.

Key parts for sequin replacement for size change

Manual knob

Sequin Supply Guide “B”

Sequin Supply Guide “A”

Sequin Output Guide “B1”

Sequin Output Guide “B2”

Sequin Output Guide “A1”

Sequin Output Guide “A2”
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5-1. Sequin Size Change

The sequin sizes accepted by the sequin device include Ø3, Ø5, Ø6.8~Ø7.2, and Ø9. Through part replacement and

adjustment, the sequin size appropriate for work specifications can be used.

5-2. Sequin Size Change Order and Details

The order and related items for sequin size change are as follows (See more details).

Category Description FigureOrder

Sequin supply
guide

replacement

Sequin cut
position

adjustment

Needle
position

adjustment for
sequin hole

Replace the sequin supply guide in line with work
specifications. 5 types of supply guides (Ø3, Ø5, Ø
7, Ø9) can be used. Check the sequin size for
appropriate application and select the sequin supply
guide in line with work specifications.

After replacing the supply guide and the discharge
guide, pass the right sequin for the work
specifications. Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper
for the sequin cut position. 

Adjust the needle tip to be located at the very center of
the sequin hole. 

1

2

3

Supply guide Discharge guide

Front

Back
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5-2-1. Replacing the Sequin Supply Guide

There are four types of sequin supply guide depending on sequin size. The available sequin sizes include 

Ø3, Ø5, Ø6.8~7.2, and Ø9.

Users need to select a supply guide properly fit for the sequin size of the desired work.

1) Sequin Supply Guide Type

Applicable
Sequin(mm)

Type
PART No.

L-Type R-Type

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

3mm

5mm

7mm

9mm

Sequin Supply Guide “A” GP-036758-00

GP-036759-00

GP-036760-00

GP-036761-00

GP-036766-00

GP-036768-00

GP-036769-00

GP-036770-00

GP-036772-00

GP-036773-00

GP-036774-00

GP-036775-00

GP-036762-00

GP-036763-00

GP-036764-00

GP-036765-00

GP-036776-00

GP-036778-00

GP-036779-00

GP-036780-00

GP-036793-00

GP-036794-00

GP-036795-00

GP-036796-00

GP-036801-01

GP-036802-01

GP-036803-01

GP-036804-01

GP-036805-00

GP-036806-00

GP-036807-00

GP-036808-00

GP-036797-00

GP-036798-00

GP-036799-00

GP-036800-00

GP-036809-00

GP-036810-00

GP-036811-00

GP-036812-00

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

3.0

5.0

6.8∼7.2

9.0

Sequin Output Guide “A1”

Sequin Output Guide “B1”

Sequin Supply Guide “B”

Sequin Output Guide “A2”

Sequin Output Guide “B2”

GP-036730-00

GP-036731-00

GP-036732-00

GP-036733-00
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2) Replacement Method and Sequence

① As in [Fig. 15], loosen the sequin supply guide tightening screw(①) and separate the sequin supply

guide(②) and the supply guide plate(③).

② Place the sequin supply guide(②) fit for the desired work on top of the sequin supply guide plate(③), and

loosely fasten the tightening screw.

③ Pass the sequin through the supply guide.

①
① ③ ②

[Fig. 15]

① ③
②
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① Loosen the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (①) and move it to the left(←) in full as in [Fig.

17].

5-2-2. Sequin Cut Position Adjustment

1) When sequin size changes, the cut position adjustment must be conducted. 

2) The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in

the figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

[Fig. 16]

①

[Fig. 17]

Ⓐ

Ⓑ

Ⓒ
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② Loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (②) as in [Fig. 18].

※ Fully loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw (②) to make the supply lever(③) and the motor

shaft independent from each other. 

②

[Fig. 18]

③ When the sequin cut looks like Fig. Ⓑ, this indicates insufficient sequin supply. In this case, move the

stopper to the right side (→).

④ When the sequin cut looks like Fig. Ⓒ, this indicates excessive sequin supply. In this case, move the

stopper to the left side (←).

⑤ When the cut position adjustment is complete, fasten the tightening screw(①) (This is before fastening the

sequin supply lever tightening screw(②).

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

[Insufficient sequin supply]

[Excessive sequin supply]

③
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⑥ With the sequin supply lever tightly contacting the stopper(arrow direction), tightly fasten the tightening

screw(②).

[Fig. 19] [Fig. 20]

②

Stopped 
state

Checking
close 
contact
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5-2-3. Position and Adjustment of Sequin Supply Load

1) How To Adjust When Sequins of Different Width and Length Are Used

① In general, the width and length of sequins are same. However, if the sequins of different width and length

are used, the following adjustment is needed. 

[Example of Sequin of Regular Specifications] [Example of Sequin of Different Width and Length]

X=Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z>X/2

② Replace with the sequin supply guide(①) fit

for the sequin width(Y).

[Fig. 21]

①

①
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③ Adjust the sequin supply rod position as

below.

④ For the sequin value, enter the distance (X) between the sequin holes.

Note : If the sequin's width and length are different, the sequin allowed for use should have the width (Y) and

length (X) of 9mm or below and the distance between the sequin cut and the hole of 4mm or below.

[Fig. 22]

Lever position
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2) Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod Stopper

① Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper left and right to make it closely contact the sequin supply rod. In this

case, there should be no clearance between the sequin supply rod and the stopper. Otherwise, bad sequin

cut may occur. 

② Fasten the sequin supply rod stopper tightening screw (①).

Close contact

[Fig. 23]

①

[Fig. 24]
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5-2-4. Adjusting the Needle Hole Position

As the final step of part replacement, make the needle positioned at the center of the sequin hole.

1) Adjusting the Back, Forth Position of Sequin Hole

※If the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

① Loosen the sequin base tightening screw(①), and move the sequin base back and forth for adjustment.

※When the needle tip is positioned at (A) in [Fig. C], move the sequin base backward.

※When the needle tip is positioned at (B) in [Fig. C], move the sequin base forward.

When adjusting the needle position against the sequin hole, as in the figure, make sure of placing the needle at

the center of the sequin.

[Fig. A] Proper Needle Bar
Position

[Fig. B] Proper Needle Bar Position 
and Adjustment

(B)

[Fig. 25]

①

(A)

[Fig. C] 
Examples of wrong

adjustment

[Fig. 26]

①
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2). Adjusting the Left, Right Position of the Sequin Hole

※When the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

① Slightly loosen the fixing screw(②) for the left, right adjusting bracket.

② Use the left, right adjusting screws to adjust the left, right position of the sequin.

※When the needle tip is positioned at (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw(③) clockwise as in (C).

※When the needle tip is positioned at (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw(③) counter-clockwise in (D).

[Fig. A] Proper Needle Bar
Position

[Fig. B] Proper Needle Bar Position 
and Adjustment

[Fig. 27]

[Fig. 28]

③

②

(A) (B)

[Fig. C] 
Examples of wrong

adjustment

③

②
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5-2-5 Adjust the sequin supply lever return spring
In case of changing spangle size on the rear side, return the sequin supply lever. 
Adjust the assembly position of spring.

Like picture 29, in case of using 3 or 5mm spangle on the rear side, hinge the spring on the B spot and in case of using 7 or
9mm spangle, hinge it on the A spot. 

[Fig. 29]
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6. SEQUIN WORKFLOW

Power on

Work spec. 
decision 

(ф3, ф5, ф7, ф9)

Sequin reel
attachment

Passing sequin

Parameter setting 
(L, R - TYPE) 

(ф5, ф6.8~ф7.2, ф9)

Data entry

Execution of color
change

Execution of 
sequin lift

Sequin start point
re-set

Part replacement
and adjustment
(supply guide)

Cut position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Needle position adjustment
(adjustment details)

Operate

Sequin 
needle bar 

check

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Part check 
(supply guide)

Cut position check

Needle 
position check (center of

sequin hole)
Sequin lift

Embroidery range 
check (trace)

No
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7. TROUBLESHOOTING

ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Irregular sequin cuts 

Thread break

Sequin does not weave
through the fabric

Incorrect location of sequin cut.
Adjust location of the sequin cut. 
*See “Adjustments” for more details.

Irregular sequin pitch (distance between holes).  
Irregular sequin hole diameters(ф1.5).

Needle is too thick for sequin hole. 

Thread collides with the sequin device including
sequin mes.

Check sequin pitch.   
Check diameter of sequin hole.

Change to the needle of appropriate thickness.

Check if the thread feeds through the correct
route. Clean around the sequin mes for smooth
return.

No or unsmooth sequin feed.

Check if adequate parts are used for the sequin
type.(sequin feed guide).  
Check if the feed holder and the feed rod are
adequately adjusted.  
*See “Adjustments” for details.

Sequin mes does not return to feed sequin.

Needle is incorrectly positioned in the sequin hole.

Skipped stitches occur. 

Clean around the sequin mes for its smooth
return.

Adjust location of the sequin feed.

Adjust needle and hook timing to create stitches
without skipping.





High Speed
Sequin Device

(SQ60i)



SQ60i- L

Attachment Method

Individual-Sequin

Series Name

The SWF sequin device can be attached to and used for all SWF models. Depending on the attachment 
direction, three models are available as below. Since all three models need to be attached before the 
machine is released from the factory, user should select an appropriate sequin device in advance when 
placing an order.

This manual provides useful information to operate the high-speed sequin device. From the firsttime 
user of the sequin device to the frequent sequin device user, the manual offers valuable information to 
operate the device. Please thoroughly read this manual before using the SWF sequin device.

INTRODUCTION

[Model Name]

Attachment
Method

L Attached to the left

R Attached to the right

LR Attached to both sides
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1) Make sure that the main power of the machine remains turned off prior to the performance of all operations
stated in the manual. Otherwise, unexpected machine operation might cause physical injury to user.

2)  When the sequin is not used, keep it lifted. Otherwise, it might be damaged through the clash with the 
embroidery frame. It is very simple to lift and fix the sequin. Lift the sequin upward and turn the lifting 
bracket (①) clockwise as in the figure.

3)  When the sequin is used, the work space becomes limited. Before performing the "range check"  
(supplementary work -->F6 )function on the operation menu to check the embroidery data size, make 
sure to lift the sequin to prevent its clash with the embroidery frame.

MATTERS TO CONSIDER1
CAUTION

①
①
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IMAGE OF SEQUIN DEVICE

The figure below shows the sequin device (L-type) which is attached to the left side of the head. The sequin 
device (R-type) looks same to the sequin device (L-type) except for the attachment direction.

2

[Fig. 2-1]

[Fig. 2-2]

Reel holder

Sequin Lifting

 Feeding Base

Sequin Output Guide

Supply Lever

Supply Lever
Mes Return Spring

Supply Load

Supply Load

Front Pressure Plate Spring

Rear Pressure Plate Spring

Sequin Supply Base 2

Sequin Supply Base 1

2.1) Detailed Image of Sequin Output Guide
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GB
Designation Point Surfave

Size range
55
7

60
8

65
9

70
10

75
11

DB x K5 RG Chrome ● ● ● ●

DB x K5 FFG Chrome ● ● ● ●

DB x K5 FG Chrome ● ● ●

DB x K5 KK RG Chrome ● ● ●

DB x K5 KK FFG Chrome ● ●

DB x K5 KK FG Chrome ●

DB x K5 R R Chrome ● ● ● ●

DB x K5 SAN®1 RG GEBEDUR® ● ● ● ●

3.1) Functions
SWF Sequin Device is designed to conduct embroidery work using regular commercial sequins.

3
3.2) Working Conditions

3.2.1) Underlayer
Sequin can be attached to all underlayers for ordinary embroidery.

3.2.2) Thread
High-strength polyester thread is appropriate for sequin work. Ordinary cotten threads can be easily cut 
by sharp edges of sequin, so that they are not appropriate.

3.2.3) Sequin Dimensions
SWF Sequin Device utilizes regular commercial sequins. Types and specifications of the applicable sequins 
are as follows.

Sequin Diameter Ø3.0∼Ø9.0

Feed Hole Diameter Ø1.5

Sequin Thickness 0.2

Reel Diameter Ø180

(Unit: mm)

3.2.4) Needle
Needle for normal embroidery work is recommended. (DBxK5 #11)

3.2.5) Types of Applicable Embroidery thread
Incase of the embroidery therad equal to or 
Less than 150D, Ø5~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using Ø3 spangles, the diameter 
should be equal to or higher than Ø1.5)

Incase of the embroidery thread equal to or 
lower than 120D, Ø 3~9 spangles can be used.
(However, when using Ø3 spangles, the diameter 
should be equal to or higher than Ø 1.2)

※ 1D = It refers to the unit equal to producing 
9.000meter of thread by using 1 gram of material.
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3. USER CONDITIONS

3.3) Reel Attachment
3.3.1) Sequin Reel Attachment

1)As in the [Fig. 3-2], attach the sequin reel to 
   the body of the sequin device.

CAUTION

Adjust the pneumatic pressure 
of filter regulator to“0.3-0.4” 
when operating only a few 
heads without lifting sequin 
devices which are not taking 
all heads operation during 
sequin work.
Unless you follow this, it may 
cause a variation on device 
feed dog.

10

{kgf/c
m }

2

6

4

2

0.6

0.4

1
2

MPa
0.2

0.8
8

0.1

0.2

0.3

{1
}

{3
}

{2
}

0.4

{4
}

[Fig.3-1]

[Fig.3-2]

②
①

3.2.6) Pneumatic condition
The optimum pneumatic pressure of filter 
regulator for the sequin work: Adjust the 
gradation on a dial to “0.5~0.6” by turning the 
pressure adjustment knob ⓐin the figure.

3.3.2) Sequin Passage
1) As in [Fig 3-3], Pass the sequin① through the guide roller pin②.

[Fig.3-3]

ⓐ
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2) When turning the sequin supply load stopper① counterclockwise, Space is occurred between the sequin
    pressure palte spring and supply base.

4) When turning the sequin supply load stopper① clockwise, The sequin pressure plate is returned to its
    original position.

5) At this stage, When the sequin manual knob is turned, sequin supply begins.

3) By using this space, Push the spangle to the sequin supply guide hole.

[Fig.3-4]

[Fig.3-6]

[Fig.3-5]
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SEQUIN DEVICE ADJUSTMENT4

1)Adjusting the Front Cutting Position

   ① As in [Fig.4-2], loosen the sequin supply lever tightening screw(③)and the sequin supply load stopper
       tightening screw (④).

※ The sequin cut position is determined by the stop position of the sequin supply rod(①). The stop position 
of the supply rod is determined by the stopper(②). Therefore, the sequin cut position is determined by 
adjusting the stopper position.

C

B

A

[Fig.4-1]

[Fig.4-2]

4.1) Adjusting the Sequin Cutting Position
4.1.1) If the sequin cut position is abnormal or when the sequin size change is needed, the cut position
           should be adjusted.
4.1.2) The normal cut is Ⓐ where the center of the connecting part is cut. If the sequin cut looks like 
           Ⓑ or Ⓒ as in the figure, adjustment should be conducted as below.

②

③

④

①
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② If the cutting result is as in Fig.Ⓑ, this indicates insufficient sequin supply. In this case, move the stopper
(②) to the right side (→) for adjustment. 

③ If the cutting result is as in Fig. Ⓒ, this indicates over-supply of sequin. In this case, move the stopper
(②) to the left side (←) for adjustment. 

④ When the cutting position adjustment is complete, [Fig.4-2]fasten the tightening screw (③)and the 
stopper tightening screw (④). 

⑤ There should be no clearance between the sequin supply load and the stopper, since the clearance causes
wrong sequin cutting during operation.

C

B

[Fig.4-3]②
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CAUTION

When adjusting the needle position in accordance with the sequin hole, adjust the 
needle to place it at the center of the sequin hole as in the figure.

4.2) Adjusting the Needle Hole Position

P"

P"

（A） （B）

[Fig.4-4]

4.2.1) Adjusting the Front/Back Position of Sequin Hole

1)Loosen the sequin base tightening screw① and move the sequin base back and forth for adjustment after 
turning the sequin adjustment screw②

 

[Fig.4-5]

※When the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

※When the needle is positioned at (B) in [Fig C], Adjust the sequin base back after turning the sequin 
adjustment screw clockwise.

※When the needle is positioned at (B) in [Fig C], Adjust the sequin base forward after turning the sequin 
adjustment screw counter clockwise.

[Fig. A] Proper Position of the
              Needle Bar

[Fig. C] Examples of Wrong
              Adjustment

[Fig. B] Proper Position of the Needle Bar and Adjustment

①

②
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P"

P"

（B）（A）

[Fig.4-6]

4.2.2) Adjusting Left, Right Positions of the Sequin Hole

1)Slightly loosen the fixing screw① for the left, right adjusting bracket.

2)Use the left, right adjusting screw to adjust the left, right position of the sequin.

C

D

[Fig.4-7]

※If the needle is positioned as in [Fig. C], follow the steps below for adjustment.

※When the needle tip is positioned at (A) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw② counter clockwise as in (C).

※When the needle tip is positioned at (B) in [Fig. C], turn the adjusting screw② clockwise as in (D).

[Fig. A] Proper Position of the
              Needle Bar

[Fig. C] Examples of Wrong
              Adjustment

[Fig. B] Proper Position of the Needle Bar and Adjustment

①

②
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SEQUIN REPLACEMENT BY SIZE

※To change the sequin size, the sequin supply guide should be replaced according to the desired work.

5

[Fig.5-1]
Manual knob

Sequin Output Guide
(upper)

Sequin Base 2

Sequin Base 1
Sequin Output
Guide (lower)

[Key parts for sequin replacement for size change]
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5.1) Sequin Size Change
The sequin sizes accepted by the sequin device include Ø3,Ø4,Ø5,Ø7,Ø9. Through part replacement and 
adjustment, the sequin size appropriate for work specifications can be used. 

5.2) Sequin Size Change Order and Details
The order and related items for sequin size change are as follows (See more details).

Order Category Description Figure

1
Sequin guide
replacement

Replace the sequin output guide in line 
with work specifications. supply 
guides(Ø3~Ø5, Ø7, Ø9)can be used.
Check the sequin size for appropriate 
application and select the sequin guide 
in line with work specifications.

Discharge guide

Upper

Lower

2
Sequin cut
position

adjustment

After replacing the output guide, pass 
the right sequin for the work 
specifications. Adjust the sequin supply 
rod stopper and sequin supply lever for 
the sequin cut position.

3

Needle
position

adjustment for
sequin hole

Adjust the needle tip to be located at 
the very center of the sequin hole.
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5.2.1) Replacing the Sequin Supply Guide
There are five types of sequin supply guide depending on sequin size. The available sequin sizes include  
Ø3, Ø4, Ø5, Ø7, Ø9. Users need to select a output guide properly fit for the sequin size of the desired 
work.

1) Sequin Output Guide Type

Type
PART No.

Applicable
Sequin((mm)

L-Type R-Type

3mm GP-058162-00 GP-058150-00 3.0

4mm GP-058163-00 GP-058151-00 4.0

5mm GP-058164-00 GP-058152-00 5.0

7mm GP-058166-00 GP-058154-00 7.0

9mm GP-058313-00 GP-058314-00 9.0

3mm GP-058168-00 GP-058156-00 3.0

4mm GP-058169-00 GP-058157-00 4.0

5mm GP-058170-00 GP-058158-00 5.0

7mm GP-058172-00 GP-058160-00 7.0

9mm GP-058173-00 GP-058161-00 9.0

Sequin Output Guide (upper)

Sequin Output Guide (lower)
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5.2.2) Sequin Cut Position Adjustment
 4-1. Refer to "The sequin cut postion adjustment page"

5.2.3) Position and Adjustment of Sequin Supply Load
1) Follow "How to adjust when sequins of different width and length are used"

Output Guide
Base

[Example of Sequin of Regular Specifications] [Example of Sequin of Different Width and Length]

X=Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z=X/2

X>Y
Z>X/2

X Z

X

Y

ZX

Y

X

Y

ZX

X

X Z

X

Y

ZX

Y

X

Y

ZX

X

Output Guide
Base

②

②

①

①

①Replace with the sequin output guide (①) fit 
for the sequin width(Y). After loosening the 
sequin output guide tightening screw(②).

[Fig.5-3]

240

2)Replacement Method and Sequence

①[As in [Fig-5-2], Loosen the sequin output 
guide tightening screw(①) and separate the 
sequin output guide(②) form the sequin 
supply base.

②Place the sequin output guide(②) fit for the 
desired work on top of the sequin supply 
base(③), and loosely fasten the tightening 
screw.

③Following applied sequin size, Fasten the 
squin output guide adjustment screw(④) 
after checking proper position.

④Pass the sequin through the supply guide

①

①

②

④③

[Fig.5-2]



5.2.4) Adjusting the Needle Hole Position
4-2.Refer to "The Adjusting the Needle Hole Position"

Lever Position

2)Adjustment of Sequin Supply Rod Stopper

①Adjust the sequin supply rod stopper left and 
right to make it closely contact the sequin 
supply rod. In this case, there should be no 
clearance between the sequin supply rod and 
the stopper. Otherwise, bad sequin cut may 
occur.

②Fasten the sequin supply rod stopper tightening 
screw (①).

②Adjust the sequin supply rod position as
below.

③For the sequin value, enter the distance (X) between the sequin holes.

If the sequin's width and length are different, the sequin allowed for use should have the width (Y) 
and length (X) of 9mm or below and the distance(Z) between the sequin cut and the hole of 4mm or 
below.

Note)

[Fig.5-5]

[Fig.5-6]

[Fig.5-4]

Close contact

①
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5. SEQUIN REPLACEMENT BY SIZE



SEQUIN WORKFLOW6
Work spec. 

decision
(Ø3~Ø5, Ø7,Ø9)

Parameter setting
(L, R - TYPE)

(Ø3~Ø5, Ø7,Ø9)

Part check
(supply guide)

Sequin reel
attachment

Power ON

Passing sequinData entry

Sequin
needle bar

check
Execution of color

change

Execution of
sequin lift

Sequin start point
re-set

Sequin lift

Operate

Embroidery range
check (trace)

Cut position check
Cut position
adjustment

(adjustment details)

Needle position 
adjustment

(adjustment details)

Needle
position check (center of 

sequin hole)

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Part replacement
and adjustment
(supply guide)
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TROUBLESHOOTING

ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Irregular sequin 
cuts

Incorrect location of sequin cut.
Adjust location of the sequin cut.
*See “Adjustments” for more details.

Irregular sequin pitch (distance between 
holes).
Irregular sequin hole diameters(Ø1.5)

Check sequin pitch.
Check diameter of sequin hole.

Thread break

Needle is too thick for sequin hole. Change to the needle of appropriate thickness.

Thread collides with the sequin device 
including sequin mes.

Check if the thread feeds through the correct
route. Clean around the sequin mes for 
smooth return.

Sequin does not 
weave

through the fabric

No or unsmooth sequin feed.

Check if adequate parts are used for the 
sequin type.(sequin feed guide).
Check if the feed holder and the feed rod are
adequately adjusted.
*See “Adjustments” for details.

Sequin mes does not return to feed sequin.
Clean around the sequin mes for its smooth
return.

Needle is incorrectly positioned in the sequin 
hole.

Adjust location of the sequin feed.

Skipped stitches occur.
Adjust needle and hook timing to create 
stitches without skipping.

7
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N-ZigZag DEVICE 
(ZD-10)
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INTRODUCTION

SWF zigzag device can be installed and applicable to all SWF models. It has two types according

to attachment direction as below. Both types shall be installed upon machine release from factory.

Therefore when ordering a zigzag device, user shall select an appropriate device type.

This manual offers valuable information for operating the zigzag device. It is useful to the first-

time zigzag device users as well as the experienced zigzag device users. Before using the SWF

zigzag device, please have a thorough understanding of the manual.

Zigzag device

type

L Attached to the left

R

Cannot be installed on both sides

Attached to the right
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1. KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ZIGZAG USERS

CAUTION
1) Prior to running any function mentioned in the manual, make sure that the main power is turned off. If any action is

taken while the power is on, unexpected machine operation may cause injury. 

2) When the zigzag device is unused, please lift it up. The pulled-down zigzag device might clash with the hoop and

cause damage accordingly. Make simple operations to lift up and fix the zigzag device. 

After lifting up the zigzag device, turn the lifting bracket(①) clockwise as in the figure.

3) The zigzag device consumes and limits the working space. To check the size of embroidery data, prior to

performing “Range Check”(Supplementary Work → ) on the operation menu, make sure to lift up the device to

prevent its clash with the hoop.  

[Fig. 1]
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4) Position of Placing Zigzag Warning Label

- Warning labels are attached to remind safe zigzag operation.

- During the zigzag operation, the instruction of the label should be strictly followed. 

(1) Position of placing zigzag warning labels

(2) Contents of the labels  

Notice on lifting operation
•Hands might be injured. After

completing individual manual operation,
return the device to the original place
(pull down) as well as return the valve
lever to the original place.  

WARNING

NNoottiiccee oonn lliiffttiinngg ooppeerraattiioonn 
•Hands might be injured. After

completing individual manual operation,
return the device to the original place
(pull down) as well as return the valve
lever to the original place.  

WARNING
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2. DESIGN OF ZIGZAG DEVICE

The figure shows the left-side zigzag device (L-Type).

It is same as the right-left zigzag device (R-Type) in terms of design except for the attachment direction. 

2-1. Details of Zigzag Head

Guide(C)

Cord Thread Tension
Adjusting Nut

Guide(A)

Guide Wheel

Air Cylinder

Finger Valve

Lifting Stepper

Base Plate

Driving Pulley Cover

[Fig. 2]

[Fig. 3]
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3. OPERATING CONDITIONS

3-1. Function

SWF zigzag device uses general cord threads for embroidery work.  

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Materials

The zigzag device can be used at all materials for general embroidery. 

3-2-2. Thread

For zigzag work, intense synthetic thread is suitable.  

General cotton thread might cut during zigzag work due to the contact with cord thread.

3-2-3. Specification of Cord Thread for Zigzag

SWF zigzag device utilizes general cord thread, and the type and specifications of applicable cord thread are as

follows. 

3-2-4. Needle

Use the needle of following specifications during the zigzag work.

※ For proper embroidery work, please use the needle of recommended specifications.  

Otherwise, embroidery might not be properly conducted. 

Recommended Needle
Specifications for Zigzag Work

TQ××7 #14

Type Specifications

General cord thread Diameter of cord thread(ф3 or below)

Make sure to use a cord thread,
which is not elastic and does not
contain knitting wool. Note
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3-3. Attachment of Cord Thread

3-3-1.  Attachment of Cord Thread 

① The cord thread bobbin is shown in [Fig. 4].

② The cording device bobbin is assembled as in [Fig. 5].

③ Attach the bobbin bracket ③ to the tension plate, and install it using ①, ②.

④ Adjust the bobbin tension by changing the fixed length of the bobbin shaft ④ and the strength of the

bobbin washer spring⑤.

[Fig. 4]

Cord thread bobbin

Bobbin shaft(ass’y)

Bobbin attachment
bracket(ass’y)

[Fig. 5]

5

4

3
2

1
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3-3-2. Placement of Cord Thread

The cord thread for the zigzag device can be placed following the order below.   

① Bobbin → ② Thread Guide C → ③ Adjustment of Thread Tension → ④ Thread Guide A →⑤ Guide

Wheel →⑥ Cord Thread Guide → ⑦ Nipple

[Fig. 6]

Bobbin

Thread Guide C

Adjustment of
Thread Tension

Thread Guide A

Guide Wheel

Nipple

Cord Thread Guide
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4. ADJUSTMENT OF ZIGZAG DEVICE

4-1. Adjustment of Zigzag Device Height 

For zigzag device height setting, as in [Fig. 7], locate the 3mm gauge between the needle plate and the nipple and adjust

the height using screw A or B.

Ⓑ

Ⓐ

3m
m

[Fig. 7]

Note

If the zigzag device height is not proper or the device is not matched with the nipple hole passed by the
needle, or if the nipple hole for cord tread insertion is not matched with the origin, zigzag work cannot be
properly conducted or damage might be caused to the device or to embroidery materials. 
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ⓒ

ⓑ

ⓐ

4-2. Adjusting Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Adjusting Front··Back Position of Needle Hole 

※ When the needle is located as in [Fig. 8], conduct adjustment as follows.  

As in [Fig. 8], loosen the zigzag base tightening screw(ⓐ), and use the zigzag base adjusting screw(®Œ).

In addition, loosen the nut(ⓒ).

※ If the needle tip is located at (A) in [Fig. 9], turn the adjusting screw(ⓑ) clockwise. 

※ If the needle tip is located at (B) in [Fig. 9], turn the adjusting screw(ⓑ) counterclockwise.

[Fig. 8]

[Fig. 9]

Note

When adjusting the needle position for the zigzag nipple hole, as in the figure, place the needle at the center
of the nipple hole.

A

B
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①

4-2-2. Adjusting Left··Right Position of Needle Hole

※ If the needle is located as in [Fig. 11], adjust the needle as follows:  

1) Slightly loosen the fixing screw for the left, right adjusting bracket(A).

2) Move the zigzag device body left or right to adjust the left, right position of the nipple.  

※ If the needle tip is located at (A) in [Fig. 11], move the zigzag device body to the left.

※ If the needle tip is located at (B) in [Fig. 11], move the zigzag device body to the right.  

[Fig. 10]

[Fig. 11]

A

B
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4-3. Adjusting Position of Cord Thread Insertion Hole 

The proper hole position for cord thread insertion is as in [Fig. 12].

If the hole is not positioned as in [Fig. 12], adjust the position properly.  

For position adjustment, turn off the motor using the O/P Box. 

① Adjust the O/P Box following the order descried in [Fig. 13] to turn off the motor.

[Fig. 12]

[Fig. 13]

90。 90
。

Note

If the hole of inserting the zigzag cord thread is not properly located, cord thread may be twisted and cord
thread embroidery is not properly performed. 

➡ ➡

F7 START/STOP

L Type R Type

① ② ③
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② As in [Fig. 14], slightly loosen the collar tightening screw by 2.5mm wrench through the hole on the device bottom

cover.  

Collar tightening screw

2.5mm

[Fig. 14]

Note

When the adjustment of the cord thread insertion hole position is completed, “STOP” key on the O/P
Box must be pressed to turn on the motor.
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4-4. How to Operate Individual Off Switch for Zigzag Air Lifting

When the switch is used as in [Fig. 15], it is possible to operate the heads whose switches were manually adjusted. 

In case of cord thread entanglement or thread break, a switch on the device can be used for lifting up or pulling

down the device.

Note

After use, make sure to return the switch lever to the original position.  
Otherwise, a problem may be caused to the zigzag device.  

[Fig. 15]

After work is completed, make sure to lower the zigzag device to the original place and place the lever as in [Fig. 16].  

[Fig. 16]
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ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Cord thread not weaved

into the fabric

Thread break

Stitch skipping
Adjust needle and hook timing to create

stitches accurately.

No use of needles of required specifications

Inappropriate nipple’s cord thread origin

No cord thread output

Use the  needles of required specifications.  

Accurately set the origin of the nipple’s cord

thread.  

Use the cord thread of required specifications.  

No use of needles of required specifications

Test appropriateness of device height

Nipple’s needle holes not matched

Use the needles of required specifications

Reset the height according to the specifications.

Accurately match the nipple’s needle holes.

5. TROUBLESHOOTING



N-ZigZag DEVICE 
(ZD20)
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INTRODUCTION

SWF zigzag device can be installed and applicable to all SWF models. It has two types according

to attachment direction as below. Both types shall be installed upon machine release from factory.

Therefore when ordering a zigzag device, user shall select an appropriate device type.

This manual offers valuable information for operating the zigzag device. It is useful to the first-

time zigzag device users as well as the experienced zigzag device users. Before using the SWF

zigzag device, please have a thorough understanding of the manual.

Zigzag device

type

L Attached to the left

R

Cannot be installed on both sides

Attached to the right
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1. KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ZIGZAG USERS

CAUTION
1) Prior to running any function mentioned in the manual, make sure that the main power is turned off. If any action is

taken while the power is on, unexpected machine operation may cause injury. 

2) When the zigzag device is unused, please lift it up. The pulled-down zigzag device might clash with the hoop and

cause damage accordingly. Make simple operations to lift up and fix the zigzag device. 

Turn the lifting stoper (①) on the clockwise like the figure after lifting the zigzag device.

3) The zigzag device consumes and limits the working space. To check the size of embroidery data, prior to

performing “Range Check”(Supplementary Work → ) on the operation menu, make sure to lift up the device to

prevent its clash with the hoop.  

[Fig. 1]

①
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4) Position of Placing Zigzag Warning Label

- Warning labels are attached to remind safe zigzag operation.

- During the zigzag operation, the instruction of the label should be strictly followed. 

(1) Position of placing zigzag warning labels

(2) Contents of the labels  

Notice on lifting operation
•Hands might be injured. After

completing individual manual operation,
return the device to the original place
(pull down) as well as return the valve
lever to the original place.  

WARNING

NNoottiiccee oonn lliiffttiinngg ooppeerraattiioonn 
•Hands might be injured. After

completing individual manual operation,
return the device to the original place
(pull down) as well as return the valve
lever to the original place.  

WARNING
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2. DESIGN OF ZIGZAG DEVICE

The figure shows the left-side zigzag device (L-Type).

It is same as the right-left zigzag device (R-Type) in terms of design except for the attachment direction. 

2-1. Details of Zigzag Head

Guide(B)

Cord Thread Tension
Adjusting Nut

Guide(A)

Guide Wheel

Air Cylinder

Finger Valve

Lifting Stepper

Base Plate

Driving Pulley Cover

[Fig. 2]

[Fig. 3]

Wheel spring tension adjusting plate
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3. OPERATING CONDITIONS

3-1. Function

SWF zigzag device uses general cord threads for embroidery work.  

3-2. Working Conditions

3-2-1. Materials

The zigzag device can be used at all materials for general embroidery. 

3-2-2. Thread

For zigzag work, intense synthetic thread is suitable.  

General cotton thread might cut during zigzag work due to the contact with cord thread.

3-2-3. Specification of Cord Thread for Zigzag

Use the needle of following specifications during the zigzag work.

※ For proper embroidery work, please use the needle of recommended specifications.  

Otherwise, embroidery might not be properly conducted. 

Recommended Needle
Specifications for Zigzag Work

TQ××7 #14

1. Cord thread less than 2.5mm in diameter 

2. Cord thread which is made of soft material

3. Cord threads having little transformation when strings are twisted

4. Cord thread having little loosening braids when twisting threads together 

Optimum cord thread used for ZD20

Note

☞ Method for Selecting Optimum Cord Thread 

① Place the cord thread on the device like a [Figure 4] 

② If the cord thread is moved softly when you hold the part ⓐ, ⓑ of

the cord thread with both hands and pull them more than 20mm up

and down repeatedly, it is an available cord thread.

3-2-4. Notice before selecting designs

① Please avoid the narrow design using the thick cord thread. 

② Please avoid the operation of transformed cord thread with beads

or tube. 

3-2-5. Needle

ⓑ

ⓐ

[그림 4]
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3-3. Attachment of Cord Thread

3-3-1.  Attachment of Cord Thread 

① The cord thread bobbin is shown in [Fig. 5].

② The cording device bobbin is assembled as in [Fig. 6].

③ Attach the bobbin bracket ③ to the tension plate, and install it using ①, ②.

④ Adjust the bobbin tension by changing the fixed length of the bobbin shaft ④ and the strength of the

bobbin washer spring⑤.

[Fig. 5]

Cord thread bobbin

Bobbin shaft(ass’y)

Bobbin attachment
bracket(ass’y)

[Fig. 6]

5

4

3
2

1
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3-3-2. Placement of Cord Thread

The cord thread for the zigzag device can be placed following the order below.   

①Bobbin →② Thread Guide(a) →③ Thread Guide(b) → (④ Cord Thread Tension Adjusting Nut) →⑤Guide Wheel 1 →
⑥Guide Wheel 2 →⑦Wheel bracket →⑧Nipple →⑨Cord Thread Guide

[Fig. 7]

Bobbin

Thread Guide(a)

Guide Wheel 1

Nipple
Cord Thread Guide

Guide Wheel 2

Wheel bracket

Thread Guide(b)

Cord Thread Tension
Adjusting Nut

Note

④ Use the cord thread tension adjustment nut: 
① when using the thick cord thread between 2mm and 5mm long
② when happening many twisted cord thread during cording
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4. ADJUSTMENT OF ZIGZAG DEVICE

4-1. Adjustment of Zigzag Device Height 

When setting up the height of zigzag device, adjust the height by using the screw A, B after placing the 3mm long gauge

between the needle plate and the nipple like a [Figure 8].

Ⓑ Ⓐ

3m
m

[Fig. 8]

Note

If the zigzag device height is not proper or the device is not matched with the nipple hole passed by the
needle, or if the nipple hole for cord tread insertion is not matched with the origin, zigzag work cannot be
properly conducted or damage might be caused to the device or to embroidery materials. 
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4-2. Adjusting Needle Hole Position

4-2-1. Adjusting Front··Back Position of Needle Hole 

※ When the needle is located as in [Fig. 9], conduct adjustment as follows.  

As in [Fig. 10], loosen the zigzag base tightening screw(ⓐ), and use the zigzag base adjusting screw(ⓑ).

In addition, loosen the nut(ⓒ).

※ If the needle tip is located at (A) in [Fig. 9], turn the adjusting screw(ⓑ) clockwise. 

※ If the needle tip is located at (B) in [Fig. 9], turn the adjusting screw(ⓑ) counterclockwise.

Note

When adjusting the needle position for the zigzag nipple hole, as in the figure, place the needle at the center
of the nipple hole.

ⓒ

ⓑ

ⓐ

[Fig. 10]

A

B

ⓐ

[Fig. 9]
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4-2-2. Adjusting Left··Right Position of Needle Hole

※ If the needle is located as in [Fig. 11], adjust the needle as follows:  

1) Loosen slightly the left/right adjustment bracket fixation screw (a) like a [Figure 12].

2) Move the zigzag device body left or right to adjust the left, right position of the nipple.  

※ If the needle tip is located at (A) in [Fig. 11], move the zigzag device body to the left.

※ If the needle tip is located at (B) in [Fig. 11], move the zigzag device body to the right.  

ⓐ

[Fig. 12]

A

B

[Fig. 11]
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4-3. Adjusting Position of Cord Thread Insertion Hole 

The proper hole position for cord thread insertion is as in [Fig. 13].

If the hole is not positioned as in [Fig. 13], adjust the position properly.  

For position adjustment, turn off the motor using the O/P Box. 

① Adjust the O/P Box following the order descried in [Fig. 14] to turn off the motor.

[Fig. 13]

[Fig. 14]

90。 90
。

Note

If the hole of inserting the zigzag cord thread is not properly located, cord thread may be twisted and cord
thread embroidery is not properly performed. 

➡ ➡

F7 START/STOP

L Type R Type

① ② ③
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② As in [Fig. 15], slightly loosen the collar tightening screw by 3mm wrench through the hole on the device bottom

cover.  

Collar tightening screw

3mm

[Fig. 15]

Note

When the adjustment of the cord thread insertion hole position is completed, “STOP” key on the O/P
Box must be pressed to turn on the motor.
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4-4. How to Operate Individual Off Switch for Zigzag Air Lifting

When the switch is used as in [Fig. 16], it is possible to operate the heads whose switches were manually adjusted. 

In case of cord thread entanglement or thread break, a switch on the device can be used for lifting up or pulling

down the device.

Note

After use, make sure to return the switch lever to the original position.  
Otherwise, a problem may be caused to the zigzag device.  

[Fig. 16]

After work is completed, make sure to lower the zigzag device to the original place and place the lever as in [Fig. 17].  

[Fig. 17]
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ERROR CAUSE ACTIONS / SOLUTIONS

Cord thread not weaved

into the fabric

Thread break

Stitch skipping
Adjust needle and hook timing to create

stitches accurately.

No use of needles of required specifications

Inappropriate nipple’s cord thread origin

No cord thread output

Use the  needles of required specifications.  

Accurately set the origin of the nipple’s cord

thread.  

Use the cord thread of required specifications.  

No use of needles of required specifications

Test appropriateness of device height

Nipple’s needle holes not matched

Use the needles of required specifications

Reset the height according to the specifications.

Accurately match the nipple’s needle holes.

5. TROUBLESHOOTING



N-Series
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CHAPTER 1

1-1 Assembling 8.4” operation box (single-head and small-head embroidery machine) 

[Fig.1-1] [Fig.1-2]

Operation box

Assembly of Peripheral Devices

Power Cable

1-2 Assembling 10.4” operation box(General multi-head embroidery machine,special type)

[Fig.1-3] [Fig.1-4]

Operation box

Power Cable
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01) EXPANDED MEMORY SIZE
It enables saving up to 200 designs in a memory; maximum capacity of memory is 500,000 needles per one design.
The small head embroidery machine is 800,000 needles and maximum capacity of memory is 10 million needles.

02) MIRROR IMAGE CONVERSION AND DESIGN DIRECTION
You can turn the design from 0°to 359°in the increments of 1°and also reverse the design in the X direction
(mirror image).

03) ENLARGING AND REDUCING DESIGN
You can reduce or enlarge the embroidery design in size from 50% to 200% by 1% along the X and Y axis. 

04) AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF NEEDLE BAR
You can select the order of the needle bars up to the 300th bar.

05) GENERAL REPETITION WORK
The same design can be repeated up to 99 times along the X and Y axis.

06) Special Continuing Work
It enables to continuously work while varying the mirror and angle over a variety of design: It works continuously
up to 63 times.

07) AUTOMATIC OFFSET
The frame automatically returns to the offset point when the embroidery is finished to make it easier for you to
switch the frames. You can select AUTOMATIC OFFSET at PARAMETER SELECT MODE to move the frame
automatically to the desired point, making it easier to do appliques and to switch the frames.

08) MANUAL OFFSET (When Small heads-OPTION specification OFFSET S/W is applied)
You can manually move the frame to the pre-selected point to do appliques or change the frames during embroidery
work. The frame can be moved back to its original place by simply pressing the right buttons.

09) RETURN TO START
The frame can be moved back to the start point of the design during the embroidery work.

10) NON-STITCHING
The frame and the needle bar can move back and forth by the units of 1, 100, 1000, and 10000 stitches and by color
without stitching. 

11) FRAME REVERSAL
When the thread breaks or runs out of track, you can move the needle bar back to the starting point of the design in
the units of one to ten stitches.

12) AUTOMATIC TRIMMING
The automatic trimming function, determined by the design and the machine set-up, enhances work productivity and
quality of the finished product.

FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES

CHAPTER 2

2-1) FEATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS OF SINGLE, SMALL-HEAD EMBROIDERY MACHINE  
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13) AUTOMATIC CENSORING FUNCTION OF THREAD BREAKS
Wheel and wheel sensor board are installed in the tension adjustment board to detect both the upper and the lower
threads. The machine stops automatically when the upper thread breaks or the lower thread is out of the needle.

14) AUTOMATIC RETURN TO STOP POINT IN UNEXPECTED BLACKOUT
When the power fails unexpectedly, the frame moves back to the exact point where the stitching stopped. This helps
reduce the number of defects.

15) 8.4Inch Touch OP applied
A 8.4 inch  color LCD touch screen is installed on the operation panel so it is easy to operate and   job-related
information can be viewed at a glance.

16) EDITING
You can delete, change, or insert stitch data and function codes (jump, finish, trimming).

17) AUTOMATIC STORAGE OF DESIGN SET-UP
The machine automatically stores “basic set-up”for each design and calls the set-ups when a specific design is
called. This reduces your preparation time.

18) INDIVIDUAL HEAD OPERATION (Small head only)
You can work on the specific head with a broken thread.

19) MACHINE STOPPAGE
The screen will indicate why the machine has stopped.

20) RPM
The screen indicates rpm.

21) FRAME SPEED SET-UP
You can adjust the frame speed to high, medium, or low.

22) UNUSED MEMORY 
The screen indicates the memory available for use.

23) CODES FROM OTHER BRANDS
It functions to automatically recognize designs in a variety of format which are saved in USB memory.

24) Thread Tension Auto-adjustment Feature
Automatic thread controlling device is automatically controlled by the input value, enabling controlling the tension
by a needle bar

25) USB memory file system
FAT16 and FAT32 file systems are supported on the USB memory. (No NTFS)

[ Recognition possibility Format ] 

1. SST, SST2      2. DST                 3. EXP(To be supported)
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2-2 Characteristics and Specification of Multi-heads , Small-heads embroidery machines

(1) EXPANDED MEMORY SIZE
It enables to save up to 200 designs in the memory; maximum capacity per one design is 2 million needles;
maximum capacity of memory is 20 million needles.

(2) MIRROR IMAGE CONVERSION AND DESIGN DIRECTION
You can turn the design from 1°to 359°in the increments of 1°and also reverse the design in the X direction
(mirror image).

(3) ENLARGING AND REDUCING DESIGN
You can reduce or enlarge the embroidery design in size from 50% to 200% by 1% along the X and Y axis. 

(4) AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF NEEDLE BAR
You can select the order of the needle bars up to the 300th bar.

(5) GENERAL REPETITION WORK
The same design can be repeated up to 99 times along the X and Y axis.

(6) SPECIAL REPETITION WORK
It enables working continuously by adjusting the angles of mirror regarding a variety of design, which is as
consecutive as the limits which are set up.

(7) AUTOMATIC OFFSET
The frame automatically returns to the offset point when the embroidery is finished to make it easier for you to
switch the frames. You can select AUTOMATIC OFFSET at PARAMETER SELECT MODE to move the frame
automatically to the desired point, making it easier to do appliqués and to switch the frames.

(8) MANUAL OFFSET(OPTION specification when OFFSET S/W is applied)
You can manually move the frame to the pre-selected point to do appliqués or change the frames during embroidery
work. The frame can be moved back to its original place by simply pressing the right buttons.

(9) RETURN TO START
The frame can be moved back to the start point of the design during the embroidery work.

(10) NON-STITCHING
The frame and the needle bar can move back and forth by the units of 1, 100, 1000, and 10000 stitches and by color
without stitching. 

(11) FRAME REVERSAL
When the thread breaks or runs out of track, you can move the needle bar back to the starting point of the design in
the units of one to ten stitches.

(12) AUTOMATIC TRIMMING
The automatic trimming function, determined by the design and the machine set-up, enhances work productivity
and quality of the finished product.
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(13) AUTO SENSING FUNCTION WHICH DETECTS THE THREAD’S BREAKING.
The machine detects when the upper thread breaks or the lower thread is out of the needle and automatically stops
the machine.

(14) UPPER THREAD HOLDING DEVICE(Applicable standard)
Prevents thread escape on unused heads during sample embroidery as well as escape of upper thread during change
of embroidery materials.

(15) AUTOMATIC RETURN TO STOP POINT IN UNEXPECTED BLACKOUT
When the power fails unexpectedly, the frame moves back to the exact point where the stitching stopped. This helps
reduce the number of defects.

(17) EDITING
You can delete, change, or insert stitch data and function codes (jump, finish, trimming).

(18) INDIVIDUAL HEAD OPERATION
You can work on the specific head with a broken thread.

(19) MACHINE STOPPAGE
The screen will indicate why the machine has stopped.

(20) RPM
The screen indicates rpm.

(21) FRAME SPEED SET-UP
You can adjust the frame speed to high, medium, or low.

(22) UNUSED MEMORY 
The screen indicates the memory available for use.

(23) 10.4INCH TOUCH OP APPLIED
10.4 inch color touch LCD monitor is installed on the controlling panel so that all the information related to work is
visible at a look.

(24) CODES FROM OTHER BRANDS
It functions to automatically recognize designs in a variety of format which are saved in USB memory.

(25) AUTOMATIC THREAD TENSION CONTROLLING FUNCTION
Automatic thread controlling device is automatically controlled by the input value, enabling controlling the tension
by a needle bar

(26) USB MEMORY FILE SYSTEM
FAT16 and FAT32 file systems are supported on the USB memory. (No NTFS)

[Compatible formats] 
1. SST,SST2                        2. DST                 3. EXP(To be supported)
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[NOTE]
Do not stand on the table when threading the upper thread stand. The table may be damaged.

Upper thread stand

Upper thread (from the
upper thread stand)

Automatic thread tension control
device

Thread tension adjustment
board

Thread detecting roller

Thread tension control panel
cover

Rotary tension disk

Auxiliary thread tension
regulator

Upper thread guide

Thread guide (upper)

Thread guide (Center)

Take-up lever

Presser foot
Needle

[Fig.3-1]

Take-up lever spring

Upper thread holder

FUNCTIONS OF EACH PART AND OPERATING
METHODS IN CONNECTION WITH BASIC OPERATION

CHAPTER 3

3-1) NAME OF EACH PART OF AUTOMATIC THREAD TENSION CONTROLLING
DEVICE, THREAD HOOK, AND HOW TO CONTROL TENSION.

1) Name of each part and upper thread guide
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2) Upper Thread Tension Adjustment

① Upper thread tension is adjusted by automatic thread
tension regulator and auxiliary thread tension
regulator of the thread tension regulating plate.
Adjusting the automatic thread tension regulator
depends on the input value automatically. Turning the
auxiliary thread tension regulator clockwise will
increase the tension and turning it counterclockwise
will decrease the tension.

② Allocate tension of the automatic thread tension
regulator for 2/3 of the upper tension and allocate
tension of the auxiliary thread tension regulator for 1/3.
Adjust the tension of automatic thread regulator
enough for rotating tension plate on the auxiliary
thread tension regulator to turn smoothly along with
the upper thread. 

[CAUTION]
① If the tension of the automatic thread tension regulator is too weak, the thread detection roller may block

smooth rotation of the roller to cause false detection. Please do not adjust the tension of the automatic
thread tension regulator too weak.

② After adjusting the tension, check if the upper thread tension is what can be pulled with little force of
around 100-120g. 

[CAUTION]
① After adjusting the tension, pull the upper thread to see if the detector roller rotates well.
② Adjust the tension according to the type of thread and fabric used.

Thread tension adjustment is critical for producing high quality of the embroidery. A balance of 2/3 upper
thread and 1/3 lower thread generally indicates good tension. If the tension is too loose, the upper thread
will loop, causing thread tangles or breaks. If the tension is too tight, puckering may occur as well as
thread and needle breaks.

[Fig.3-2]

Thread Guide Disk

Thread
Guide Disk

Rotary Tension Disk

Thread holder
spring

Thread guide
(lower)

Thread guide of automatic
thread tension regulator

Thread guide of auxiliary
thread tension regulator

Threading the thread
detector roller

Threading around the
needle

Wrap the thread 1.5 times
around the rotary tension
disk (V-shaped groove.)

Please insert the upper
thread into V-groove on
the thread tension disk.

Wrap the thread around
the detector roller one
time.

Fix the upper thread
between the thread
holder spring of the lower
thread guide.

Thread Sensing
Roller

One turn
One and
half turn

Automatic
thread tension

regulator

2/3

1/3

Auxiliary
thread tension

regulator

Automatic adjusting nut

[Fig.3-3]
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③ The center groove is the default value for the auxiliary
thread tension regulating nut among the three grooves
on the side and released by setting for the same height
with a base level. 
The efficient way to use the thread tension regulator is
to set the auxiliary thread tension regulator to default
value and to adjust the automatic thread tension
regulator automatically. This maximizes the efficiency.

[CAUTION]
If you operate by adjusting upper thread tension
with the auxiliary thread tension regulating device,
reset on the reference position side of the auxiliary
thread tension regulating nut after finishing job.

[Fig.3-4]

Default
value

Base level

Auxiliary thread tension regulator

MIN
MAX

[Fig.3-5]

ADJUSTING RANGE OF TENSION OF THE AUXILIARY THREAD TENSION REGULATING NUT

( MIN ) ( Default value ) ( MAX )

[NOTE]
The automatic thread controlling device has a basic setting value of 10 steps when being released.
When marathon-artificial silk yarn (MADE IN KOREA) is used, it is able to obtain the tension value of 90-
120g for the upper thread.
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3) Take-Up Spring

[CAUTION 2]
After adjusting the operating capacity of the
take-up spring, check if the spring connects
with the stopper. 

① Take-up Spring Functions
Difference in the length of the upper thread pulled by the take-up lever and pulled by the hook creates tension
or looping. When the tension is too weak, the take-up spring handles the leftover length of the upper thread.
Increase the tension or the stroke of the spring to form tight stitches on the embroidery.

② Take-up Spring Adjustment 
ⓐ If the spring tension is too weak:

Turn the tension adjusting stud clockwise to
increase the tension. 

ⓑ If the spring tension is too tight: 
Turn the tension adjusting stud counter-clockwise to
decrease the tension.

③ Adjusting stroke of the take-up spring:
To adjust the stroke of the spring during embroidery
work, move the take-up spring stopper to right or
left as shown in [Fig.5-9].

Stopper

Thread
tension
adjusting
stud

○○ CORRECT ×× WRONG

Take-up spring

[Fig.3-7]

[Fig.3-6]

Take-up spring unable to connect with the stopper 
(due to dust or foreign substances in the stopper.)

Connect between the take-up spring and the stopper.

[CAUTION 1]
Keep the area clean for connection between
the spring and the stopper.
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3-2) NOTICES WHEN USING THE USB MEMORY.

Make sure to meet the following conditions when using the above devices.

▶ When using USB memory sticks
– Do not delete USB memory from the USB port when reading and writing with USB.

CAUTION
FAT16, FAT32 are available in the case of file system of the USB memory.

3-3) How to insert the USB memory.

– Inserting USB memory sticks

Insert the USB memory into the USB port.

[Fig.3-8]

3-4) HOW TO TAKE OUT USB MEMORY STICKS

For USB, close the input/output window and delete the USB memory.

3-5) READING AND WRITING OF EMBROIDERY DESIGNS

One way embroidery designs are input/output to operation box through an external device is to use USB memory
and SDMS II SYSTEM. 

USB 메모리

10.4”

8.4”
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

CHAPTER 4

4-1) CHECK POINTS FOR REGULAR INSPECTION

① Clean, oil, and grease the set parts of the machine on a regular basis. 
② Inspect tension of each driver belt.
③ Failure to perform regular inspections may cause the following:

• Corrosion of P/C circuit board
• Damage to the semi-conductor on P/C circuit board
• Ill connection of the connector
• Abnormal wear-out of machine parts due to insufficient oiling and greasing

Consumable parts shall not be guaranteed even in warranty period.

CAUTION
Safety rules must be observed during the inspection.

Use high-quality mineral-based lithium grease.

[CAUTION]
Regular greasing prevents machine noise and
abnormal wear-out.

4-2) GREASE SUPPLY

Make sure to turn OFF the main power during the grease supply.

CAUTION

1 Eccentric shaft for automatic regulating thread tension Once in 6 months ①

Where to Grease Greasing cycle Reference Fig.NO

[Fig.4-1]

①




